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SEQUENCE OF PREPARING FOR A JOURNEY
AND MORE SPECIFICALLY, “LIFE’S” JOURNEY
Do you have a purpose?
Yes, of course, YOU DO! That is a universal
“no-brainer” even if it is to get up in the morning and
have your coffee, tea or complain.
Is each purpose, and journey, but a MENTAL
exercise?
Yes, and all else follows.
If your intention for the day is to only drift around,
stroll about the shops and/or sit on your rear on the
couch in front of your brain-box—it requires a bit of
reasonable acknowledgement that you have to have
some order and structure to your activities.
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Perhaps many would choose to just stay in the bed
and never mind the other drains on living such as the
boring tasks of getting yourself awake, dressing or
making a decision to “not” dress, go to the toilet and
consider whether or not you will move on, eat, drink
and/or speak to “Mary” as in “Mary Doe” by any
name. Perhaps it is “John” you must consider.
Lucky you if nobody demands attention other than
self? Oops, you are the most difficult to please of all
“others”. WHAT DO YOU SAY TO SELF?
What you say to self is the very most important
one communication absolutely mandatory. So, what do
you say to SELF?
Is this trivial nonsense?
NO, IT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING
YOU COULD DO IN YOUR CYCLE OF LIFE’S
DAYS AND NIGHTS—TO CONSIDER WHAT IN
THE WORLD YOU ARE “DOING”!
Some of “my” acquaintances will first thing in the
morning think about whether our teacher is offering
lessons, hard knocks, peace in the valley or solutions
to these incredible decisions laying in wait to ambush
you; we call it “coup you” (koo-u).
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Now, IF you truly wish to move forward—STOP
BLAMING YOURSELF OR ANYONE “ELSE”.
Get as bitter, mean and “had” as you wish but when
the rocks are again laying motionless on the ground—
WHO IS ACTUALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR
PLIGHT; GOOD OR BAD?
If, for instance, you are suffering from some
disquieting, or even deadly, disease of some kind—
WHY? If you are “suffering” in the moment then
make every effort to alleviate pain so that you can
again “think” of other possibilities regarding the
problem itself.
We can talk about “bird flu” until there are no
longer any birds—but it will solve nothing and more
especially WHAT YOU WILL EAT! Everything—
EVERYTHING—is in the “CHAIN-OF-LIFE”.
If you get rid of all your fowl you get rid of your
eggs, your meat, your Kentucky Fried Chicken,
chicken gravy, poultry raising industry, poultry feed
producers and poultry house construction crews,
income, taxes, fertilizer for crops and gardens and
METHANE which could run your vehicles when the
gasoline is gone. This is but to name a few.
(Continued on page 2)
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In a world of starving people this “Bird Flu” has
so many possibilities for bringing you “suckers” under
control that Satan is in glee overload. You can
actually make electricity using chicken poop! One
goose can sooner or later produce enough poop to
shock an elephant—or garden keepers and pond
tenders. So, the “kill ’em all”-“KILL ’EM ALL” is
somewhat stupid even on the face of it.
Now, however, how do you TREAT the problem?
Oh yes indeed, Tamiflu!
Tamiflu is now proven to be an irrational drug and
people are dying just to try and keep from dying. Oh
well. You will also find that more people GET THE
INFECTION from the vaccines than ever considered
possible from random chance.
Therefore, should you vaccinate and give Tamiflu
to the poultry? Well, the places where this approach
is used we now find whole flocks of previously
healthy fowl dropping dead—from the vaccine. Then,
the entire flock must be “culled” (a good sensitive
word for genocide and MURDER).
Oh well, it works as well for people as it does for
chickens; what the heck?
We note that General Motors in Detroit, Michigan
is going to lay off 30,000 workers in December
(2005—oops). Will that put only 30,000 people out of
work? Don’t you just wish!? The chain of damage
is compounded throughout the industry and on around
the globe. Ah indeed, those good old Free Trade
Agreements!
Too late smart?
It remains to be seen for we still are confronted
with the blamers and finger-pointing adversaries who
diligently work constantly to STOP anything we make
an effort to accomplish. YOUR WORLD IS IN
SHUT-DOWN AND UNDER CONTROL OF THE
MOST VICIOUS OF ALL MASTERS AND YOU
CAN’T SEEM TO UNDERSTAND HOW IT IS
YOU THAT ALLOWS IT, HELPS IT AND
INSISTS ON ITS FULL CONTINUATION.
We can, AND HAVE, given you person by
person, structure by structure, operation by operation
the who, what, where, when, how and solution to the,
for instance, New World Order. We will continue on
in the old presentations but at some point it makes
sense to recognize the problem and do SOMETHING
different that works.
Can “we” do it? Well, fortunately for you, we
keep right on making an effort to chip through the walls
but even our own people get bored, impatient and
simply point and blame—at us for not hurrying in the
very face of, say, a ration of ten against 6-7
BILLION. These are interesting “odds” for any
handicapper. However, STEP by STEP with tired
feet and broken toes, we make headway within the
laws of God AND politicians and creep right on even
getting a sustaining frozen chicken or two. We have
a few who help us but mostly everyone just waits and
hopes we hit disaster and certainly some just hope
for death or incarceration of our beings so they can
shout their, “I told you so.” While it is they who
have put barriers and burned bridges. So, we work
in foreign territory where we also KNOW the
backup “collateral” is supposed to be vaulted.
Meanwhile, back “at home”, you will continue to
lose 30,000 plus a hundredfold every month you
remain as you are.
Will GOD stop the war in Iraq? GOD DIDN’T
START, NOR DID HE CAUSE, A WAR IN IRAQ
OR ANYWHERE ELSE. This means that sacrificing
all the chickens in the world to GOD will do nothing
other than starve you PEOPLE to death.
YOU WANT REVELATION? THIS IS IT!
YOU ARE HEADED FOR DEAD DUCKVILLE
AT TOP “FAST LANE” SPEED, TRAVELERS.

“NATURAL” PHENOMENON
The next revelation you want is just what is
happening to the natural world and all those nice trees
and animals—and stability of a planet.
YOU HAVE ALMOST NONE OF ANY OF
THOSE THINGS LEFT FOR THE GREEDY
HAVE GOBBLED THEM UP AND NOW, “YOU”
PAY THE PIPER FOR THE FLUTE TUNE TO
WHICH YOU HAVE MARCHED, DANCED AND
DESTROYED
ONE
ANOTHER—MOST
URGENTLY, YOUR CHILDREN.
So be it for choices are YOURS. I have “mine”
which includes MANY of you but I have no
prerogative to interfere with YOURS. I can only point
out the potentials and oncoming run-away trains on
your track but I am not to even pluck you off if being
there is your CHOICE.
Yes, I did say that I had “come, gone, am and so
and thus…” to prepare a place for you?
I have, we are, and we will keep right on
preparing while you choose to sleep or help—but no,
there is NO SAVIOR for that it a LIE. So, “too late
smart”? Indeed, for most of the manifest beings on
your globe.
You have oncoming disasters unimagined but of
which we have told you, proven the facts and even
have shared how to survive the incidents—even to the
photon-belt strikes now coming upon you. How many
of you still know where to get your Mylar sheets to
cover your windows to keep out the certain
BLINDING light on that day it hits? Thought not!
Is this “my” fault that you have forgotten, never
bothered, or can’t remember where in heck you stuck
that old stuff? I told you over and over and over
again—exactly how it would be and given you some
idea of urgency—but I never give exact times or dates
to be manipulated by our adversaries. We are
watching the cycles roll around, however, and lo and
behold—the books lay gathering dust, the foods stashed
have spoiled for the lack of attention and now it is,
AGAIN, somehow OUR FAULT.
VK Durham, for instance, claims to have had
quintillions of dollars available since 1990 compounded
at 44% per year. How much is that by now? OK,
take even half or a quarter or a tenth—and WHERE
IS IT, PILGRIM?
WE HAVE DONE NOTHING WITH HER
“ANYTHING”! So, what does that tell you inquiring
minds?
Our program is logical, reasonable, “limited” by its
ability to have full supporting collateral—AND hurts no
one, not even the nasty bankers. And yet, full-out
efforts to disinform and bring damage are constant and
continual.
WE WANT NO ATTENTION and therefore
labeling us a “cult” of some idiotic kind is a bit STUPID
in the face of it.
But, yes indeed, we are, even in this place,
realizing that we must prepare “a place” for some of
you, our team. This place from which we work is near
the equator and although it is populated with volcanoes
and in the line of other heinous things of natural
perception, it is also the place where preparations were
laid FOR YOU for many, many years gone and also
recently within your historical realization. The rest is
up to you for don’t think we are going to paddle this
boat over and abduct you to your ideal island in
Southeast Asia. But, as we move on and continue to
make arrangements and have success we WILL
HAVE NOT ONLY A PLACE BUT ALSO
PLENTY OF AVAILABLE WORK.
If you read the information NOW WITHOUT
DEBATE, the U.S., you will find, is under total control
of the elements who planned the New World UNDER
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THEM and it is very “late” to reverse the train in full
motion ahead and bearing down on you. All individual
distractions are only PROOF of the facts of how it is.
Will we snatch those out of Ida Grove, Iowa,
from the path of the next tornadoes or flit them to our
nest in Paradise? No, they will do whatever they do
and so be it. VK, for instance, would truly be
unhappy in our company. Everyone who has blasted
us or damaged us, intentionally or otherwise, will be
uncomfortable in our company. You cannot MAKE
“DEMANDS” of GOD, good buddies, and that
includes ANY GOD you so choose. When you make
honorable, credible demands on SELF—without ego or
selfishness—YOU HAVE THE EAR OF GOD!
IF THE PRIOR STATEMENT IS THE ONLY
THING YOU GAIN FROM THIS MESSAGE IT
WILL BE THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSON
YOU SHALL “EVER” LEARN.
That old “except through ‘me’ shall you get into
heaven…” is interesting for you might well consider
who is the “me” to be considered. Jesus? Isu?
Immanuel? Adam? Eve?—WHO IS “THE” “ME”?
Whomever it might be in your consideration there will
be the required meeting of behavior guidelines to get
to where you obviously are hoping to be going after
you are saved. CHRIST (the very spirit of Truth) is
the guideline and it is NOT A PERSON—it is a
STATE OF BEING. So much for religions that
promise you goodies in exchange for evil. I, for
instance, can give you absolution and it will mean
NOTHING!
What you want from “me”, friends, is to solve
ALL of your problems you consider annoying to you,
do it NOW and abundantly supply you with what you
failed to EARN along your otherwise journey. It is a
fact and if I don’t get it done to your timely demands,
you forsake those who are continuing to work for
YOUR miracles. So be it for we will keep on “trying”
and that may well result exactly where you perceive
as “nowhere”.
I can assure you that every civilization that comes
after the great cataclysmic events comes with the
adversary (to freedom, righteousness and goodness)
presenting in different ways—BUT THE CONCEPT
OF HOW TO DESTROY YOU AND GAIN FULL
POWER OVER YOU AND YOUR SOULS DOES
NOT CHANGE ONE IOTA. As man grows out of
the caves and into some recognition of knowledge and
capability of the moment, any moment, the methods of
gaining control are THE SAME on any list or protocol
or manifesto. Terror simply is one tool and yes, YOU
ARE NOT ONLY NEXT—YOU ARE “IN IT”!
You certainly DO NOT need “believe” in “me”
for that is truly your prerogative but it might well
behoove you to pay attention to some of the things we
share so that you can remain a bit informed. It would
be nice, for instance, to have been informed enough
to stay out of the New York area of the Trade
Center on 9-ll.
Your currency is going to collapse only when it is
appropriate for the use of the “controllers” and that is
why we use GOLD, for gold has value after the paper
pictures have long gone. Until then you use what you
have available and within the system that keeps you
functional and OUT OF JAIL. Dead people are of
little value to anyone and “martyrs” are boring and
foolish. However, when “life” is worse than “death”
you can expect more and more suicides. Only the
CHOICE of deathing is at point.
Most of you only need “attitude” adjustments to
realize your wonderful gifts. You can accept and use
them or blow them off and be miserable. I cannot do
other than suggest that you consider the possibilities of
dwelling in negative nonsense.
MOST of the problems with the global weather
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circumstances are resulting from several very natural
evolutionary and quite scientific presentations.
THE GLOBE CALLED EARTH IS
CHANGING, AS WE WRITE, ITS MAGNETIC
POLES. The magnetic poles shift every so many
eons and you are IN IT. That means a LOT but your
nice little compass will continue to point NORTH while
the direction may actually BE SOUTH.
The magnetic shifts CHANGE EVERYTHING.
Moreover, the “users” can now manufacture what
they choose with manipulative advantage for the
games they wish to play. Melt those ice poles and you
have TROUBLE, don’t you know?
You WILL have a photon belt phenomenon and
that is just the fact, “ma’am”. It doesn’t take a
detective Friday to determine that SCIENTIFIC
FACT. You revolve around your sun, don’t you know,
and no, your world is NOT “flat”; it is just that most
of you remain and choose to live in “Flat-land”.
Almost all of you will wait until choices are upon
you. By this I example the people who jumped out of
the high floors of the Trade Center buildings. They
made choices whether to burn to death or quickly
perish by jumping. Which will YOU do? Will you
jump to your death or burn to your death? WHY DO
YOU CHOOSE TO DO EITHER?
Will there be room for YOU in Paradise Asia? Of
course, silly people. The citizens from here want to
go to the “heavenly” United States and elsewhere—
so, just exchange while they get what they seem to
think they need and you find interesting value and
expression in a place where there is ACTUAL hope
and potential for a bit of freedom and balance if we
do our work and do it RIGHT.
There are over 3-million Filipinos IN THE U.S.
ALONE! That leaves places for at least 3-million
“visitors” to “here”.
Won’t the Filipinos want to “go home”? No, they
want their families mostly OUT of here and over to
them—illegally or otherwise. The controllers know
what to do with those newly acquired servants.
Especially the already relocated Filipinos know what
to do with their accustomed “slaves”.
Perhaps you too might like to live on the 30th floor
of a high-rise in Manila? We have a global
ALLIANCE—not a take-over plan. We, further, have
a backup support system to work in full conjunction
and it, too, is but a FOUNDATION that has no
stockholders but every citizen is a SHARE HOLDER.
HOWEVER, THE EXPECTATION IS TO
HAVE “US” DO IT ALL AND THAT WILL
NEVER HAPPEN!
We simply have to keep informing, meeting and
conferring and moving until this “train” gets rolling and
that is called overcoming the inertia by ERTIA. Even
that is scientific in its full definition.
Every day brings confirmation that I have given
you correct concepts from the working and control of
central banks to who the controllers are or might be.
Avoid the TRAPS and USE the tools that move you
forward and you will be FINE. Keep your profiles
low, your bodies in security, wisdom in your speakings
and observations and above all, check out your own
attitudes, presentation and just WHOM DO YOU
BLAME FOR YOUR PLIGHT? HOW OFTEN DO
YOU REALLY THANK GOD FOR THE GIFTS
OFFERED YOU AND WHICH YOU ACCEPTED?
SOMETIMES THOSE WERE AND ARE THE
VERY GIFTS OF “LIFE” ITSELF.
Know that our team members bleed, hurt and
realize pain and sometimes despair as the days pass
and the rocks are thrown—mostly into the very
workings of the program itself as individuals feel
somehow slighted. We too must wonder “WHY”?
We also have to occasionally confront the “Why go

on?” Our people too would like to simply “live out
life” as best they can in whatever comes along. That,
however, does not fulfill PURPOSE or TRUTH of
being so we tread on toting that bale and pulling that
barge up “old man river”. So, it is, further, against
the current but know that it is certainly easy to drift
downstream while accomplishment is usually
UPSTREAM in the face of the other
“DOWNSTREAMERS”. A downstreamer may
well reach his destination more quickly but will it be
the REWARD or OUTCOME desired after all is
said and done?
We have to push on upstream THROUGH those
grabbers, corrupted and greedy drifters who feed off
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our beings as do parasites of the worst kind. THEY
FEED OFF OUR SOULS and not “just” our bodies.
And yes, remember: When you are in the
middle of that deep, deep river that you, as a
human mortal, have two choices—sink or swim.
Which will YOU do?
Each paper is now so filled with information of
such urgent value as to cause me to wish to not take
the space or time for your boosters. HOWEVER,
MAN DOES NOT LIVE BY BREAD ALONE
BUT YOU CAN SURVIVE FOR A VERY LONG
TIME IF YOU ADD A FEW LENTILS.
GCH
dharma

Christmas Comes with a Bang!
11/14/05—#1 (19-90)
Mon., November 14, 2005 9:32 A.M. YR 19, DAY 90
Manila, Philippines
RE: THE CHRISTMAS PUSH COMES HERE WITH A
BIG BANG! HOWEVER, IT IS QUITE DEPRESSING
TO EVERYONE, ESPECIALLY MERCHANTS—DJE
* * *
FIRST NOTE THE PROTOCOLS OF ZION
The Protocols of Zion are being noticed around
everywhere and of course there comes the push to
silence any release of the document in point. They
are noted to be removed from Internet sites which
have always carried them so, please, we have no input
into that matter while reading with interest the
information as available on the topic and also living
with our own experience from full observation after
having received our own share of abuse over the topic.
However, as the trial of Mr. Zundel takes center
stage as being prosecuted and after incarceration for
years it becomes a focus worthy of attention. Mr.
Zundel simply opinioned that the Holocaust could not
have happened AS PRESENTED. However, further,
it was that laws were passed whereby no one could
even speak as a “revisionist” and any who did so were
labeled by the Jews as “heretics”. Worse yet, Zundel
is a Canadian but is being tried, of all outrageous
things, in Germany and we do nothing for there
appears to be nothing available to do about it. When
we miss the moment of ability to impact something or
change something and DO NOT, we end up paying the
price in further loss of freedom and that even of
speech, press or THOUGHT EXPRESSED. AND
NOW WE HAVE BIRD FLU PANDEMICS THAT
“CANNOT BE AS PRESENTED” BUT YOU
WILL FIND “PROTOCOLS” ESTABLISHING
THE LOSS OF FREEDOMS WHILE CONTROL
WILL BECOME THE ACTION OF THE
MOMENT.
We have run the Protocols several times through
the years up to now and would be happy to run them
again, in full or in partial summary version but we don’t
have them now. It seems as though we lost much
when we had to restructure files from our computer
dropout and changeover. I’m sure we can get the
information from many of you, i.e., John or Ron, etc.
[Now, if only there was sufficient space available
in the paper to re-run them!] It certainly does seem
timely to address the reality of their existence although
we take no political stand on the material other than
to comment, our opinion only, that certainly they were
established as VALID documents from the Elders of
Zion and the Communist and Nazi manifestoes seemed

to be based 100% on the protocols themselves. They
are simply a rundown of the manifesto as would be
presented by THE NEW WORLD ORDER which is
now in place globally while the old debris is being
cleared away to establish a rule by control and force
as it unfolds.
If we can believe any Biblical writings of the
HOLY LAND, inclusive of the BIBLE of Christian
Faith—WE ARE ALL JEWS! Worse yet for we
narrow judges, Islam is based mostly on a
“CHRISTIAN” set of rules and teachings.
I personally am faced with the conclusion that the
WAR OF THE SOULS is truly IN HEAVEN
between the so-called Light and Negative Forces. We
can only tell TRUTH and offer that which we are
given and that to the best of our capability and
commitment. And no, I do not believe that some
invisible God, good or bad (god), is going to save my
egotistical attitudes “just because”. I must serve
within the laws as handed down for us as guidelines
even if we don’t think them to be either rational or
worthy. However, we will utilize every worthy
opportunity and asset under those laws as presented.
VK Durham has tried every sinister and deceitful
way she can conjure to get us listed as bad dudes,
terrorists and supporters of terrorists to the point of
looking as absurd as she has become and it is
annoying for the delays and misleading of otherwise
competent and worthy journalists and website
personalities. So be it.
CHRISTMAS
Here in the city of Makati there has been issued
a “no city decoration for lighted Christmas displays”.
However, here in Ayalaland and Glorietta Center
territory we fare better. Ayalaland had already started
hanging their decorations on the Avenue/Boulevard and
thus continued to finish—and it is beautiful as usual
only without the side-street, million-lights displays.
Part of the denial of displays might well be that
this year, as other years, the “fake” lights from
unapproved sources—and which usually burn down
whole villages—are being confiscated and therefore
there is a shortage of same. It is probably a good
thing.
We were mourning the absence of fireworks on
weekends as that is our ONLY Christmas in this
house. However, last night just before 8:00 pm we
experienced the loudest explosion we have yet
experienced here, bombs and all, and the adrenalin
pumped, the heart pounded but lo and behold, the sky
lit into glorious red, green, blue, gold and sparkled
thusly for some quarter of an hour. It seems the
Ayalas kicked off the season a bit early to make up
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for the cutbacks otherwise. It had gotten to be a family
special-time for kiddies on Holiday weekends and Ayala
decided to bear the cost in spite of an expected bad
commercial season this year as they have done very
well. I for one am grateful and am quite appreciative of
the commercial adventures of our leading “rich” people
who share. It is easy to throw stones but I note that not
one person I know wants to be without electricity,
running water, sewers and/or ability to have computers
and other things of comfort and technology.
I can also point out that in this place the major
business players, except for BANKERS associated with
the Federal Reserve, IMF-WB and the controlled
Administration are not Jewish and none we encounter
even claim to have association with Zionists. They are
mostly Chinese Taipans and the only other parties who
could remotely qualify as fitting into the “Jewish”
consideration are the Zobels of Ayala who are from the
Spanish aristocracy. Other exceptional business people
are Filipinos. The rot has certainly imported itself into this
place and yes, it makes our job more difficult but no, not
impossible. Meanwhile, the longer we stay the better we
are accepted and respected. If I have “pride” at all, it
is because of this very FACT.
I am amused as VK says that somehow
INTERPOL was ordered “not to investigate”, whether
that means us or other places of Russell’s so-called
(by her) activities. They have INVESTIGATED us on
at least two occasions. The head of INTERPOL here
is a man by the name of Diaz, a captain with the
National Bureau of Investigation here in the
Philippines. We are sure the FBI serves around the
U.S. Embassy and have already visited us from our
very early days here with agents right in our same
hotel. How good it is to be clean, clear and have good
support and no, it is NOT “cover up” or some
“protection racket”. It is honor, integrity and playing
no clandestine or “funny” games that allow our
ongoing comfort. We are confident that if any of the
really “Big” players wanted us out it would have been
accomplished long ago and, probably, far away.
We are comforted to realize that every guard and
security person around these parts KNOWS US. We
go to the grocery store across the street and
immediately “someone”, sturdy and male, accompanies
us while we shop. If anyone else tags along in any
strange way whatsoever, a security person quietly
shows up and that ends the potential of even someone
just wanting to meet us. In this land of growing “hate
the white people from anywhere” and kidnapping for
ransom, it is comforting. Especially all the “guard
dogs” around know us and lick us to death and of
course I kiss them to death while down on the
sidewalk.
Perhaps these are the things that give endurance
through the plagues of interminable delays. Everyone
who comes to call wants a paper and nobody even
suggests we are Muslims, False Muslims or anti-Jewish
(although one did “hear” gossip that we are Jewish, or
maybe even Roman Catholic which here is basically
equated to “Christian”). Neither does anyone ask for
Princess Rani, that Muslim Lady of 21 aliases or that
supernatural National Security Agency agent. Nobody
even asks us to be crucified on Easter, which is a
going thing here in Paradise. Only VK holds out for
Saudi beheading of our personal selves because it
appears she doesn’t like us very much. It is quite
interesting to us that she should bite (well, try to chew
to bits) the very hands of the ONLY people who
supported her very living person. And yes indeed,
Ekkers are not the only ones from our acquaintance
who helped her. Some did even more than did we.
Further, we will keep it all carefully documented and
entered into the legal records as recorded in Clark
County, Nevada, where registered.

MORE CHRISTMAS
We just now received a call from next door and
Ng (“Neng”) said Gilarmi was extended to the end of
January. That is celebration time, for it means that
they will once again at least put up our local Christmas
tree and give us a place to meet for the beginning-year
necessary conferences. GOD IS GOOD! This is
certainly a wonderful omen for us as we do have
some things of great potential working there within that
circle of hotel owners and would-be builders. Say a
little prayer for our side because these people could
help us get something moving which could get us into
that central bank for inventory. That very news just
gave “me” my most wished-for Christmas present. If
“they” move on with extensions into the New Year
there is hope of keeping the hotel standing until other
things can be accomplished.
It seems that there was a Japanese consortium going
to help those owners of what we call the “Discovery” or
with us, “Gilarmi”, chain but pulled out recently because
of the terrible business atmosphere in the Philippines. It
is even worse than imagined as the Administration is
even selling off major holdings in the major businesses to
meet current debt payments so GMA can run up some
more debts. It IS that bad! Moreover, I am sure that
we don’t know the half of it.
The obvious thing that most people miss in the
confusion is that by selling off everything to pay
today’s bills, which can’t be even nearly done, there
is NOTHING remaining to pay more ever again or
have for current running expenses. It is called collapse
of a nation.
How in the world did we all end up “here”? And
what have we done to our children to come? In fact,
where have all our children gone? They have grown
into elders while we wondered at not being able to
rock our grandbabies now great-grandbabies.
How hard do we REALLY “try” to serve them
and is it a favor to spoil their own wishes to just get
along and thrive?
I guess, in the bottom line it is somewhat summed
up in a heartfelt and received message from Mark
Rowsell and ended our concern about his well-being in
Guatemala.
He didn’t mention the storms as he was preoccupied
with the arrival of his and Vivian’s baby boy, Jeremiah,
born on Friday, October 21, 2005. A tad early at 36
weeks but obviously doing well as are the parents. Since
the announcement he has sent pictures as enraptured
parents are prone to do to us old folk at the other end
of the spectrum. All are beautiful and certainly we
cherish each new life with the hope it brings.
Mark also sent a writing which I am sure has
something to do with the miracle of being a part of new
life and in consideration of the old in which we can bless
our teachers and share appreciation for any inspiration
from which we can gather the fuel to move on.
I will ask that the writing be attached at the end
of this for it is a gift for this old soul and from which
we find it a bit easier to share whatever gifts we are
allowed on this journey.
Mark and Vivian spent months and months with
Baba in India these past two years and it makes our own
trek worthwhile as he gives such warm gratitude and
claims inspiration from our own GCH.
As Mark ends his writing with “Remember the way
back home!” I am caused to stop and remember that no
matter where we are or where we established what we
call “home” it really has little meaning. We have to
remember the way HOME and we have to do so in
responsibility of the journey itself. Home must be where
we ARE and the Big Home is beyond the “things”
manifest. It makes it easy to let go of the perceived
losses along the way.
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Then we remember some remarkable moments in
the journey come before as Ellen visits with family
with one who hangs on, throws or jumps on everything
around and reminders run wild.
I remember a small little boy, Dave, our grandson
whom we took camping and one trip out to the windarm for a few days in the motor coach. By 6:30 in
the morning he was up and doing swing-outs from the
upper bunk. This continued until we were all “up” for
the hourly feeding and more run, jump, non-stop
conversation, etc. Finally, in total frustration I put him
on the ground outside the coach door and told him to
run about and use up that energy.
Exactly one minute later he was back, announced he
had used up all the “nergery” and was right back to
swinging on the bunk. That was now over a quarter
century ago and surely enough it is only “memories” we
have to hold and treasure so we had best make the
experiences worth the bother instead of mere regrets.
We had best consider and treat THIS MOMENT as the
best of all, however, for it, after all, is all we really have
while we make new memories to light those future
moments we anticipate.
This brings back a lot of things associated with
such trips and visits from the time he was a couple of
weeks old when we took him out for a day trip up to
one of our wonderful camping sites and we had to stop,
change diapers and take a shovel and bury it as it was
so pungent. That place was called “David’s corner”
forever more. Indeed, where have all our children
gone—long time ago.
Perhaps we get attached more to one than another
but there is usually a reason. Dave and Deb came home
to us with the new baby because he just didn’t seem
quite “right” to this old “Mom”. I was at Children’s
Hospital of Los Angeles in the organ transplant program
for heck sakes. The pediatrician discharged Mother and
child with him pooping lime-green “something” and
vomiting up everything—like across the room. I objected
and the doctor was bored to death for after all, it was a
long weekend and he had “other” plans. Wow.
One day later I came home to Deb holding this baby
in the middle of the bed crying and when she asked me
“Is he going to die, Mom?” I about flipped out. “No, he
is NOT!” I called one of the Transplant doctors who
lived nearby and in ten minutes he was to our house, put
that baby on the table and located to the millimeter a
total blockage in the bowel. So off to Children’s where
the transplant team surgeons gathered and corrected the
problem. Later he got an infection in the wound, IN
THE HOSPITAL, and the story goes on as with any
tales of life ongoing. Interestingly enough, the Doctor’s
name is Malek (Mohammad Malekzadah) from IRAN
yet. And that is as close to “Muslim” as I ever got in
spite of VK’s otherwise. But yes indeed, sometimes it
DOES help to “know someone” and dare ASK HELP.
I must go now before I get off onto the plethora of
other possible tales stemming from nine children. No
wonder I’ve been isolated in distant Manila. There is no
way, though, to say how much we treasure and cherish
each last little person. If God has enough faith in us to
trust us with his treasures then there is hope after all. I
am always so relieved when I hear from them and find
they are moving on with their lives quite nicely without
us. It is the best of all feelings when you can’t do a
thing about it anyway. The most and best we can do for
them as well as all the rest of us is TO KEEP GOING
AND MAKE THIS THING HAPPEN—RIGHT!
We can do this, friends and so SHALL we. This
IS the promise to which we cling like superglue
because it is proven and we DO “KNOW” and to be
able to share such a journey is truly wondrous if not
always fun or easy. God only promised us
“wondrous”; not fun or easy.
D
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Remember the Way Home!
Appreciation of Inspiration
HOW I REMEMBER “THE SCRIPT”
And the winds blew forth upon the face of the
deep and a loud voice sprang up and said, “Let there
be light” and creation became. Spirit willed the first
beginnings of the ever-present journey of soul–spirit
into manifest form to play upon the face of the
maternal waters to come to know its maker. The
play had begun and what a magnificent play it was/
is. Soul-spirit took on the form as it willed itself to
be, approaching the waters of creation with an everdelicate touch and yet it had nothing to touch with
except the subtle energies of its ever-present love.
The total light was beginning its expression to clothe
itself in matter to play out the harmony between the
supernal creator and creation. The joy burst out and
the explosions of love filled the maternal waters with
the desire to encase spirit in manifest forms to bring
ever-presence into finite form. Oh, what an
experiment!
And now millennia have passed and the world has
its shape as we do with an ever-exquisite body of beauty
and grandeur and yet it is still not finished to its nearperfected state. The coming of total fusion is yet to take
place between the delicate embrace of soul-spirit and the
maternal elements of creation. We have yet to arrive
and arrive we shall for the goal was set long ago with
clear vision and focus ever intent to complete and come
to fruition. Joy is our ultimate fulfillment in soul
contentment as we journey to the finish line of the first
leg of the “race”. Time is of eternity and time is of
essence as we, humanity, need to finish it together for no
one is to be left behind. All are in the game and on track
to come to bear witness to the fruits of our labors so as
to be filled simultaneously with the unbounded
satisfaction of a job/mission/goal well accomplished. As
time passes by to the senses made for us to communicate
with the material world, the essence of eternity is felt
within the heart/soul of our being giving us wondrous awe
and complete joy in the midst of an illusionary game in
which consciousness is played into its dynamic
expressions of life unfolding.
The play is about to close with the curtain ready
to be drawn and all on stage, in the audience and
helping all about are part of the overall game and
integral to the whole. We all shall finish; we all shall
endure to the end of the race. It is only our duty, our
dream, our hope to be all that we can be in the everexpansion of the wondrous whole. Love is the one
string that threads us all together and love shall be the
unifying element that brings all pieces together and mends
them once again. We all must learn to sew/sow love and
light back into our life with care and attention and lots of
understanding of the how it all works. To leave this
stage of planet earth we all must leave as one. To
perform with the greatest conviction we all must give
it all our love. The love to love, the love to hate, the
love to be sad, and the love to complain and yet love
embraces all emotions and is at the same time none
but the pure bliss of knowing ONE. All comes from
one source and all will return back to that source. It
is the way remembered, the way we once knew. The
time has come to awaken to the reality of the ending
acts and the play must move on to more sequels of
unparalleled beauty. In order to come to the next
sequel we all must finish as ONE, ONE in love with
the source and its beauty of remembering our full and
total connection.
Remember?
Remember?
Remember the way back home!
By M.R., inspired by GCH
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Secretive ‘Banker’s Bank’
History, Operations Exposed
The money power—or “the awful power of the
purse” as referenced in the Protocols—controls
virtually all of man’s activities on this planet, so if we
would “strike at the root of the problem”, this is IT.
All other issues are, at most, secondary and all are
quite controllable through the various mechanisms of
the world’s monetary system. Those who control this
system quite literally control the planet. For the sake
of simplicity and to avoid the trap of being labeled
as “anti-” anything, we can refer to these
conscienceless beings as the Money Masters.
At the pinnacle of the Money Masters’ pyramid
of power, the Bank for International Settlements sits
atop the World Bank, International Monetary Fund,
International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, International Development Association,
Paris Club of Creditor Nations, the Federal Reserve
and the central banks of all nations, globally, not to
mention the numerous regional development banks
(such as Inter-American Development Bank—wink).
Picture, if you will, a tiny handful of inhuman
beings getting together four times a year in Basel,
Switzerland to make the decisions which affect all of
mankind. Their decisions will affect how much
money is available for any purpose, Anywhere,
World. This group dictates how great the money
supply will be in any nation: from hundreds of
dollars per person in Third World countries to tens
of thousands of dollars per head in more developed
nations. Are the poeple of the Philippines, for
instance, less industrious than those of America? So,
why is it that no matter how hard they work, they are
never allowed to rise to a Western standard of living?
We present the following information to increase
understanding of the extremely important but littleknown entity called the BIS.
[QUOTING:]
GLOBAL BANKING: THE BANK FOR
INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS
The August Review, Vol. 5, Issue 11
Preface
When David Rockefeller and Zbigniew Brzezinski
founded the Trilateral Commission in 1973, the intent
was to create a “New International Economic Order”
(NIEO). To this end, they brought together 300 elite
corporate, political and academic leaders from North
America, Japan and Europe.
Few people believed us when we wrote about
their nefarious plans back then. Now, we look back
and clearly see that they did what they said they were
going to do... globalism is upon us like an 8.6
magnitude earthquake.
The question is, “How did they do it?” Keep in
mind, they had no public mandate from any country in
the world. They didn’t have the raw political muscle,
especially in democratic countries where voting is
allowed. They didn’t have global dictatorial powers.
Indeed, how did they do it?
The answer is the Bank for International
Settlements (BIS), self-described as the “central bank
for central bankers”, that controls the vast global
banking system with the precision of a Swiss watch.
This report offers a concise summation of BIS
history, structure and current activities.

Introduction
The famous currency expert Dr. Franz Pick once
stated, “The destiny of the currency is, and always will
be, the destiny of a nation.”
With the advent of rampant globalization, this
concept can certainly be given a global context as
well: “The destiny of currencies are, and always will
be, the destiny of the world.”
Even though the BIS is the oldest international
banking operation in the world, it is a low-profile
organization, shunning all publicity and notoriety. As
a result, there is very little critical analysis written about
this important financial organization. Further, much of
what has been written about it is tainted by its own
self-effacing literature.
The BIS can be compared to a stealth bomber. It
flies high and fast, is undetected, has a small crew and
carries a huge payload. By contrast, however, the
bomber answers to a chain of command and must be
refueled by outside sources. The BIS, as we shall see,
is not accountable to any public authority and operates
with complete autonomy and self-sufficiency.
Leading up to Founding
As we will see, the BIS was founded in 1930
during a very troubled time in history. Some
knowledge of that history is critical to understanding
why the BIS was created, and for whose benefit.
There are three figures that play prominently in the
founding of the BIS: Charles G. Dawes, Owen D.
Young and Hjalmar Schacht of Germany.
Charles G. Dawes was director of the U.S.
Bureau of the Budget in 1921, and served on the Allied
Reparations Commission starting in 1923. His latter
work on “stabilizing Germany’s economy” earned him
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1925. After being elected
Vice President under President Calvin Coolidge from
1925-1929, and appointed Ambassador to England in
1931, he resumed his personal banking career in 1932
as chairman of the board of the City National Bank
and Trust in Chicago, where he remained until his
death in 1951.
Owen D Young was an American industrialist.
He founded RCA (Radio Corporation of America)
in1919 and was its chairman until 1933. He also
served as the chairman of General Electric from 1922
until 1939. In 1932, Young sought the democratic
presidential nomination, but lost to Franklin Delano
Roosevelt.
More on Hjalmar Schacht later.
In the aftermath of World War I and the
impending collapse of the German economy and
political structure, a plan was needed to rescue and
restore Germany, which would also insulate other
economies in Europe from being affected adversely.
The Versailles Treaty of 1919 (which officially
ended WWI) had imposed a very heavy reparations
burden on Germany, which required a repayment
schedule of 132 billion gold marks per year. Most
historians agree that the economic upheaval caused in
Germany by the Versailles Treaty eventually led to
Adolph Hitler’s rise to power.
In 1924 the Allies appointed a committee of
international bankers, led by Charles G. Dawes (and
accompanied by J.P. Morgan agent, Owen Young), to
develop a plan to get reparations payments back on
track. Historian Carroll Quigley noted that the Dawes
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Plan was “largely a J.P. Morgan production”.1 The
plan called for $800 million in foreign loans to be
arranged for Germany in order to rebuild its economy.
In 1924, Dawes was chairman of the Allied
Committee of Experts, hence, the “Dawes Plan”. He
was replaced as chairman by Owen Young in 1929,
with direct support by J.P. Morgan. The “Young
Plan” of 1928 put more teeth into the Dawes Plan,
which many viewed as a strategy to subvert virtually
all German assets to back a huge mortgage held by
the United States bankers.
Neither Dawes nor Young represented anything
more than banking interests. After all, WWI was
fought by governments using borrowed money made
possible by the international banking community. The
banks had a vested interest in having those loans
repaid!
In 1924, the president of Reichsbank (Germany’s
central bank at that time) was Hjalmar Schacht. He
had already had a prominent role in creating the
Dawes Plan, along with German industrialist Fritz
Thyssen and other prominent German bankers and
industrialists.
The Young Plan was so odious to the Germans that
many credit it as a precondition to Hitler’s rise to power.
Fritz Thyssen, a leading Nazi Industrialist, stated:
“I turned to the National socialist party only after
I became convinced that the fight against the Young
Plan was unavoidable if complete collapse of Germany
was to be prevented.”2
Some historians too quickly credit Owen Young as
the idea-man for the Bank for International
Settlements. It was actually Hjalmar Schacht who
first proposed the idea 3 , which was then carried
forward by the same group of international bankers
who brought us the Dawes and Young Plans.
It is not necessary to jump to conclusions as to
the intent of these elite bankers, so we will instead
defer to the insight of renowned Georgetown historian,
Carroll Quigley:
“The Power of financial capitalism had another far
reaching plan, nothing less than to create a world
system of financial control in private hands able to
dominate the political system of each country and the
economy of the world as a whole. This system was
to be controlled in a feudalistic fashion by the central
banks of the world acting in concert, by secret
agreements arrived at in frequent meetings and
conferences. The apex of the system was to be
the Bank for International Settlements in Basle,
Switzerland, a private bank owned and controlled
by the world’s central banks, which were
themselves private corporations. Each central
bank, in the hands of men like Montagu Norman of the
Bank of England, Benjamin Strong of the New York
Federal Reserve Bank, Charles Rist of the Bank of
France, and Hjalmar Schacht of the Reichsbank,
sought to dominate its government by its ability to
control treasury loans, to manipulate foreign
exchanges, to influence the level of economic activity
in the country, and to influence co-operative politicians
by subsequent rewards in the business world.”4 [Bold
emphasis added.]
So here we have a brief sketch of what led up to
the founding of the BIS. Now we can examine the
nuts and bolts of how the BIS was actually put
together.
The Hague Agreement of 1930
The formation of the BIS was agreed upon by its
constituent central banks in the so-called Hague
Agreement on January 20, 1930, and was in operation
shortly thereafter. According to the Agreement:
The duly authorised representatives of the
Governments of Germany, of Belgium, of France,

of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, of Italy and of Japan of the one
part; And the duly authorised representatives of the
Government of the Swiss Confederation of the
other part Assembled at the Hague Conference in
the month of January, 1930, have agreed on the
following:
Article 1. Switzerland undertakes to grant to
the Bank for International Settlements, without
delay, the following Constituent Charter having
force of law: not to abrogate this Charter, not to
amend or add to it, and not to sanction
amendments to the Statutes of the Bank referred
to in Paragraph 4 of the Charter otherwise than in
agreement with the other signatory Governments.5
As we will see, German reparation payments (or
lack thereof) had little to do with the founding of the
BIS, although this is the weak explanation given since
its founding. Of course, Germany would make a single
payment to the BIS, which in turn would deposit the
funds into the respective central bank accounts of the
nations to whom payments were due. (It would be the
subject of another paper to show the shallowness of
this operation: Money and gold were shuffled around,
but the net amount that Germany actually paid was
very small.)
The original founding documents of the BIS have
little to say about Germany, however, and we can look
directly to the BIS itself to see its original purpose:
“The objects of the Bank are: to promote the cooperation of central banks and to provide additional
facilities for international operations; and to act as
trustees or agent in regard to international financial
settlements entrusted to it under agreements with the
parties concerned.”6
Virtually every in-print reference to the BIS,
including their own documents, consistently refer to it
as “the central banker’s central bank”.
So, the BIS was established by an international
charter and was headquartered in Basle, Switzerland.
BIS Ownership
According to James C. Baker, pro-BIS author of
The Bank for International Settlements: Evolution
and Evaluation, “The BIS was formed with funding
by the central banks of six nations, Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, and the United Kingdom. In
addition, three private international banks from the
United States also assisted in financing the
establishment of the BIS.”7
Each nation’s central bank subscribed to 16,000
shares. The U.S. central bank, the Federal Reserve,
did not join the BIS, but the three U.S. banks that
participated got 16,000 shares each. Thus, U.S.
representation at the BIS was three times that of any
other nation. Who were these private banks? Not
surprisingly, they were J.P. Morgan & Company, First
National Bank of New York and First National Bank
of Chicago.
On January 8, 2001, an Extraordinary General
Meeting of the BIS approved a proposal that restricted
ownership of BIS shares to central banks. Some
13.7% of all shares were in private hands at that time,
and the repurchase was accomplished with a cash
outlay of $724,956,050. The price of $10,000 per share
was over twice the book value of $4,850.
It is not certain what the repurchase
accomplished. The BIS claimed that it was to correct
a conflict of interest between private shareholders and
BIS goals, but it offered no specifics. It was not a
voting issue, however, because private owners were
not allowed to vote their shares.8
Sovereignty and Secrecy
It is not surprising that the BIS, its offices,
employees, directors and members share an incredible
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immunity from virtually all regulation, scrutiny and
accountability.
In 1931, central bankers and their constituents
were fed up with government meddling in world
financial affairs. Politicians were viewed mostly with
contempt, unless it was one of their own who was the
politician. Thus, the BIS offered them a once-and-forall opportunity to set up the “apex” the way they really
wanted it—private. They demanded these conditions
and got what they demanded.
A quick summary of their immunity, explained
further below, includes
· diplomatic immunity for persons and what they carry
with them (i.e., diplomatic pouches)
· no taxation on any transactions, including salaries paid
to employees
· embassy-type immunity for all buildings and/or offices
operated by the BIS
· no oversight or knowledge of operations by any
government authority
· freedom from immigration restrictions
· freedom to encrypt any and all communications of
any sort
· freedom from any legal jurisdiction9
Further, members of the BIS board of directors
(for instance, Alan Greenspan) are individually granted
special benefits:
· “immunity from arrest or imprisonment and immunity
from seizure of their personal baggage, save in
flagrant cases of criminal offence;”
· “inviolability of all papers and documents;”
· “immunity from jurisdiction, even after their mission
has been accomplished, for acts carried out in the
discharge of their duties, including words spoken and
writings;”
· “exemption for themselves, their spouses and children
from any immigration restrictions, from any formalities
concerning the registration of aliens and from any
obligations relating to national service in Switzerland ;”
· “the right to use codes in official communications or
to receive or send documents or correspondence by
means of couriers or diplomatic bags.”10
Lastly, all remaining officials and employees of the
BIS have the following immunities:
· “immunity from jurisdiction for acts accomplished in
the discharge of their duties, including words spoken
and writings, even after such persons have ceased
to be Officials of the Bank;” [bold emphasis added]
· “exemption from all Federal, cantonal and communal
taxes on salaries, fees and allowances paid to them by
the Bank…”
· exempt from Swiss national obligations, freedom for
spouses and family members from immigration
restrictions, transfer assets and properties—including
internationally—with the same degree of benefit as
Officials of other international organizations.11
Of course, a corporate charter can say anything it
wants to say and still be subject to outside authorities.
Nevertheless, these were the immunities practiced and
enjoyed from 1930 onward. On February 10, 1987, a
more formal acknowledgement called the
“Headquarters Agreement” was executed between the
BIS and the Swiss Federal Council and basically
clarified and reiterated what we already knew:
Article 2
Inviolability
· The buildings or parts of buildings and
surrounding land which, whoever may be the
owner thereof, are used for the purposes of
the Bank shall be inviolable. No agent of the
Swiss public authorities may enter therein
without the express consent of the Bank.
Only the President, the General Manager of the
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Bank, or their duly authorised representative shall
be competent to waive such inviolability.
· The archives of the Bank and, in general,
all documents and any data media belonging
to the Bank or in its possession, shall be
inviolable at all times and in all places.
· The Bank shall exercise supervision of and
police power over its premises.
Article 4
Immunity from jurisdiction and execution
· The Bank shall enjoy immunity from criminal
and administrative jurisdiction, save to the
extent that such immunity is formally waived in
individual cases by the President, the General
Manager of the Bank, or their duly authorised
representative.
· The assets of the Bank may be subject to
measures of compulsory execution for enforcing
monetary claims. On the other hand, all deposits
entrusted to the Bank, all claims against the
Bank and the shares issued by the Bank
shall, without the prior agreement of the
Bank, be immune from seizure or other
measures of compulsory execution and
sequestration, particularly of attachment
within the meaning of Swiss law. 12 [bold
emphasis added]
As you can see, the BIS, its directors and
employees (past and present) can do virtually anything
and everything they want, with complete secrecy,
immunity and with no one looking over their shoulders.
It was truly a banker’s dream come true, and it paved
the international freeway for the rampant financial
globalism that we see manifest today.
Day-to-Day Operations
Acting as a central bank, the BIS has sweeping
powers to do anything for its own account or for the
account of its member central banks. It is like a twoway power-of-attorney—any party can act as agent
for any other party.
Article 21 of the original BIS statutes define dayto-day operations:
· buying and selling of gold coin or bullion for its own
account or for the account of central banks;
· holding gold for its own account under reserve in
central banks;
· accepting the supervision of gold for the account of
central banks;
· making advances to or borrowing from central banks
against gold, bills of exchange, and other short-term
obligations of prime liquidity or other approved
securities;
· discounting, rediscounting, purchasing, or selling with
or without its endorsement bills of exchange, checks,
and other short-term obligations of prime liquidity;
· buying and selling foreign exchange for its own
account or for the account of central banks;
· buying and selling negotiable securities other than
shares for its own account or for the account of
central banks;
· discounting for central banks bills taken from their
portfolio and rediscounting with central banks bills
taken from its own portfolio;
· opening and maintaining current or deposit accounts
with central banks;
· accepting deposits from central banks on current or
deposit account;
· accepting deposits in connection with trustee
agreements that may be made between the BIS and
governments in connection with international
settlements.;
· accepting such other deposits that, as in the opinion

of the Board of the BIS, come within the scope of the
BIS’ functions.13
The BIS also may
· act as agent or correspondent for any central bank
· arrange with any central bank for the latter to act as
its agent or correspondent;
· enter into agreements to act as trustee or agent in
connection with international settlements, provided that
such agreements will not encroach on the obligations
of the BIS toward any third parties.14
Why is “agency” an important issue? Because any
member of the network can obscure transactions from
onlookers. For instance, if Brown Brothers, Harriman
wanted to transfer money to a company in Nazi
Germany during WWII (which was not “politically
correct” at that time), they would first transfer the
funds to the BIS thus putting the transaction under the
cloak of secrecy and immunity that is enjoyed by the
BIS but not by Brown Brothers, Harriman. (Such
laundering of Wall Street money was painstakingly
noted in Wall Street and the Rise of Hitler, by
Antony C. Sutton.)
There are a few things that the BIS cannot do.
For instance, it does not accept deposits from, or
provide financial services to, private individuals or
corporate entities. It is also not permitted to make
advances to governments or open current accounts
in their name. 15 These restrictions are easily
understood when one considers that each central
bank has an exclusive franchise to loan money to
their respective government. For instance, the U.S.
Federal Reserve does not loan money to the
government of Canada. In like manner, central
banks do not loan money directly to the private or
corporate clients of their member banks.
How Decisions are Made
The board of directors consists of the heads of
certain member central banks. Currently, these are:
· Nout H E M Wellink, Amsterdam (Chairman of the
Board of Directors)
· Hans Tietmeyer, Frankfurt am Main (ViceChairman)
· Axel Weber, Frankfurt am Main
· Vincenzo Desario, Rome
· Antonio Fazio, Rome
· David Dodge, Ottawa
· Toshihiko Fukui, Tokyo
· Timothy F Geithner, New York
· Alan Greenspan, Washington
· Lord George, London
· Hervé Hannoun, Paris
· Christian Noyer, Paris
· Lars Heikensten, Stockholm
· Mervyn King, London
· Guy Quaden, Brussels
· Jean-Pierre Roth, Zürich
· Alfons Vicomte Verplaetse, Brussels16
Of these, five members (Canada, Japan, the
Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland) are currently
elected by the shareholders. The majority of directors
are “ex officio”, meaning they are permanent and are
automatically a part of any sub-committee.
The combined board meets at least six times per
year, in secret, and is briefed by BIS management on
financial operations of the bank. Global monetary
policy is discussed and set at these meetings.
It was reported in 1983 that there is an inner club
of the half-dozen central bankers who are more or
less in the same monetary boat: Germany, U.S.,
Switzerland, Italy, Japan and England.17 The existence
of an inner club is neither surprising nor substantive:
the whole BIS operation is 100% secret anyway. It
is not likely that members of the inner club have
significantly different beliefs or agendas apart from the
BIS as a whole.
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How the BIS works with
the IMF and the World Bank
The interoperation between the three entities is
understandably confusing to most people, so a little
clarification will help.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) interacts
with governments whereas the BIS interacts only with
other central banks. The IMF loans money to national
governments, and often these countries are in some
kind of fiscal or monetary crisis. Furthermore, the
IMF raises money by receiving “quota” contributions
from its 184 member countries. Even though the
member countries may borrow money to make their
quota contributions, it is, in reality, all tax-payer
money.18
The World Bank also lends money and has 184
member countries. Within the World Bank are two
separate entities, the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the
International Development Association (IDA). The
IBRD focuses on middle-income and credit-worthy
poor countries, while the IDA focuses on the poorest
of nations. In funding itself, the World Bank borrows
money by direct lending from banks and by floating
bond issues, and then loans this money through IBRD
and IDA to troubled countries.19
The BIS, as central bank to the other central
banks, facilitates the movement of money. They are
well-known for issuing “bridge loans” to central banks
in countries where IMF or World Bank money is
pledged but has not yet been delivered. These bridge
loans are then repaid by the respective governments
when they receive the funds that had been promised
by the IMF or World Bank.20
The IMF is the BIS’ “ace in the hole” when
monetary crisis hits. The 1998 Brazil currency crisis
was caused by that country’s inability to pay inordinate
accumulated interest on loans made over a protracted
period of time. These loans were extended by banks
like Citigroup, J.P. Morgan Chase and FleetBoston,
and they stood to lose a huge amount of money.
The IMF, along with the World Bank and the U.S.,
bailed out Brazil with a $41.5 billion package that
saved Brazil, its currency and, not incidentally, certain
private banks.
Congressman Bernard Sanders (I-VT), ranking
member of the International Monetary Policy and
Trade Subcommittee, blew the whistle on this money
laundry operation. Sander’s entire congressional press
release is worth reading:
IMF Bailout for Brazil is Windfall to Banks,
Disaster for U.S. Taxpayers Says Sanders
BURLINGTON, VERMONT—August 15—
Congressman Bernard Sanders (I-VT), the
Ranking Member of the International Monetary
Policy and Trade Subcommittee, today called for
an immediate Congressional investigation of the
recent $30 billion International Monetary Fund
(IMF) bailout of Brazil.
Sanders, who is strongly opposed to the
bailout and considers it corporate welfare,
wants Congress to find out why U.S. taxpayers
are being asked to provide billions of dollars to
Brazil and how much of this money will be
funneled to U.S. banks such as Citigroup,
FleetBoston and J.P. Morgan Chase. These
banks have about $25.6 billion in outstanding
loans to Brazilian borrowers. U.S. taxpayers
currently fund the IMF through a $37 billion line
of credit.
Sanders said, “At a time when we have a $6
trillion national debt, a growing federal deficit, and
an increasing number of unmet social needs for
our veterans, seniors, and children, it is
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unacceptable that billions of U.S. taxpayer dollars
are being sent to the IMF to bailout Brazil.”
“This money is not going to significantly help
the poor people of that country. The real winners
in this situation are the large, profitable U.S. banks
such as Citigroup that have made billions of
dollars in risky investments in Brazil and now want
to make sure their investments are repaid. This
bailout represents an egregious form of corporate
welfare that must be put to an end. Interestingly,
these banks have made substantial campaign
contributions to both political parties,” the
Congressman added.
Sanders noted that the neo-liberal policies of
the IMF developed in the 1980s pushing countries
towards unfettered free trade, privatization, and
slashing social safety nets has been a disaster for
Latin America and has contributed to increased
global poverty throughout the world. At the same
time that Latin America countries such as Brazil
and Argentina followed these neo-liberal dictates
imposed by the IMF, from 1980-2000, per capita
income in Latin America grew at only one-tenth
the rate of the previous two decades.
Sanders continued, “The policies of the IMF
over the past 20 years advocating unfettered free
trade, privatizing industry, deregulation and slashing
government investments in health, education, and
pensions has been a complete failure for lowincome and middle-class families in the developing
world and in the United States. Clearly, these
policies have only helped corporations in their
constant search for the cheapest labor and
weakest environmental regulations. Congress
must work on a new global policy that protects
workers, increases living standards and improves
the environment.”
One can surmise that a financial circle exists
where the World Bank helps nations get into debt, then
when these countries can’t pay their massive loans, the
IMF bails them out with taxpayer money—and in the
middle stands the BIS, collecting fees as the money
travels back and forth like the ocean tide, while
assuring everyone that all is well.
BIS dumps gold-backed Swiss Francs for SDRs
On March 10, 2003, the BIS abandoned the Swiss
gold franc as the bank’s unit of account since 1930,
and replaced it with the SDR.
SDR stands for Special Drawing Rights and is a
unit of currency originally created by the IMF.
According to Baker:
“The SDR is an international reserve asset, created
by the IMF in 1969 to supplement the existing official
reserves of member countries. SDRs are allocated to
member countries in proportion to their IMF quotas. The
SDR also serves as the unit of account of the IMF and
some other international organizations. Its value is based
on a basket of key international currencies.”21
This “basket” currently consists of the euro,
Japanese yen, pound sterling and the U.S. dollar.
The BIS abandonment of the 1930 gold Swiss
franc removed all restraint from the creation of paper
money in the world. In other words, gold backs no
national currency, leaving the central banks a wideopen field to create money as they alone see fit.
Remember, that almost all the central banks in the
world are privately-held entities, with an exclusive
franchise to arrange loans for their respective host
countries.
Regional and Global Currencies:
SDRs, Euros and Ameros
There is no doubt that the BIS is moving the world
toward regional currencies and ultimately, a global
currency. The global currency could well be an

evolution of the SDR, and may explain why the BIS
recently adopted the SDR as its primary reserve
currency.
The Brandt Equation, 21 st Century Blueprint
for the New Global Economy notes, for instance,
that since the SDR is the world’s only means of
meeting international payments that has been
authorized through international contract, “The
SDR therefore represents a clear first step
towards a stable and permanent international
currency”22 [bold emphasis added]
As to regional currencies, the BIS has already
been hugely successful in launching the euro in
Europe. Armed with new technical and social knowhow, the BIS’ next logical step is to focus on America
and Asia.
For instance, according to BIS Papers No. 17,
“Regional currency areas and the use of foreign
currencies”, “Canada, Mexico and the United States
are members of the trade group NAFTA. Given the
high proportion of Canada and Mexico’s trade with the
United States, a NAFTA dollar or ‘Amero’ has been
proposed by some Canadian academics such as Grubel
(1999). See also Beine and Coulombe (2002) and
Robson and Laidler (2002).”23
Assuming that NAFTA permanently identifies
Canada, the U.S. and Mexico as one trading block,
then North America will look like the European Union
and the Amero will function like the Euro. All of the
work put into the SDR would be perfectly preserved
by simply substituting the Amero for the U.S. dollar
when they choose to bring the Amero to ascendancy
over the dollar.
For those American readers who do not grasp the
significance of the adoption of the euro by European
Union countries, consider how one American globalist
describes it.
C. Fred Bergsten is a prominent and core
Trilateral Commission member and head of the
Institute for International Economics. On January 3,
1999, Bergsten wrote in the Washington Post:
“The adoption of a common currency is by far
the boldest chapter of European integration.
Money traditionally has been an integral
element of national sovereignty ... and the
decision by Germany and France to give up
their mark and franc ... represents the most
dramatic voluntary surrender of sovereignty in
recorded history. The European Central Bank
that will manage the euro is a truly supranational
institution.”24 [bold emphasis added]
Bergsten will have to rephrase this when the U.S.
gives up the dollar for the amero—that will become the
most dramatic voluntary surrender of sovereignty in
recorded history!
Conclusions
Our credo is “Follow the money, follow the
power.” This report has endeavored to follow the
money. We find that:
· The BIS is central bank to all major central banks in
the world.
· It is privately owned by central banks themselves,
most of whom are also private.
· It was founded under questionable circumstances by
questionable people.
· It is accountable to no one, especially government
bodies.
· It operates in complete secrecy and is inviolable.
· Movement of money is obscured and hidden when
routed through the BIS.
· The BIS is targeting regional currency blocks and
ultimately, a global currency.
· It has been hugely successful at building the New
International Economic Order, along with its attendant
initiatives on global governance.
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As to “follow the power”, another paper will more
fully explore the influence of power that the BIS
exerts over other banks, nations and governments.
For your own consideration in the meantime, Proverbs
22:7 provides a useful compass: “The rich rule over
the poor, and the borrower is servant to the lender.”
NOTE: Carl Teichrib, World Research Library
Senior Fellow, contributed to this report.
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The New Jerusalem
Part 10: Conclusions
This installment concludes the serialization of
author Michael Collins Piper’s The New Jerusalem:
Zionist Power in America. Thank you, Michael, we
are grateful for the sharing and, hopefully, you
have been rewarded by the sale of additional
copies of your work. We honor you, sir, for your
daring to continue to speak out right in the face of
the dragon.
In the last few months four notable
“Holocaust” questioners have been incarcerated
and are now awaiting trial in Germany: Ernst
Zundel; David Irving of the UK; Germar Rudolf, a
German chemist who published his analysis of the
so-called “gas chambers”, then sought asylum in
the USA, “land of the free”; and Siegfried Verbeke
of Holland, who had the temerity to question the
Anne Frank fable (author Meyer Levin was
awarded $50,000 for his intellectual property,
remember?). There is no room for the truth in the
courtroom, as defense lawyers dare not argue their
cases for fear of being similarly charged.
Please read this paper’s banner again, until
you see how YOU have brought this about.
[QUOTING:]
A FINAL JUDGMENT . . .
JEWISH POWER IN AMERICA TODAY IS GREATER
THAN JEWISH POWER IN ANY COUNTRY
AT ANY TIME IN RECORDED HISTORY
Professor Norman Cantor has encapsulated the
immense power of the Jews in America today.
Writing in his controversial book, The Sacred Chain,
which was widely criticized for its candor, Cantor
wrote:
Jews in the four decades after 1940 came
home in American society to suburban comfort, to
penetration of academia and the privileged bastions
of the learned professions, to corporate business,
to politics and government and controlling levels of
the media. Jews were over-represented in the
learned professions by a factor of five or six. In
1994 Jews were only three percent of the
American population but their impact was
equivalent to an ethnic group comprising twenty
percent of the population.
Nothing in Jewish history equaled this degree
of Jewish accession to power, wealth and
prominence. Not in Muslim Spain, not in early
20th century Germany, not in Israel itself, because
there were no comparable levels of wealth and
power on a world-class scale in that small country
to attain.
Cantor concludes:
“The Morgans, the
Rockefellers, the Harrimans, the Roosevelts, the
Kennedys, the titans of bygone eras, they have been
superseded by the Jew as flawless achiever ....”
And so it is, according to a Jewish academic—
echoing the reality of the facts and the figures that we
have seen in these pages: The old names amongst the
American elite have been surpassed and today the
Zionist elite have truly emerged as Those Who Reign
Supreme in America—The New Jerusalem.

MODERN-DAY ZIONIST PHILOSOPHERS:
“AMERICA IS THE NEW JERUSALEM”
Lest there be any doubt that the leaders of the
American Zionist community do now view the United
States as The New Jerusalem, it is vital to consider
this salient—and undeniable—fact:
The Zionists now openly charge that critics of
Israel are not only anti-Semitic and anti-Israel but also
anti-Christian and anti-American, that anti-Israel
sentiments are actually the underlying foundation of
anti-Americanism and, in turn, anti-Americanism is
inextricably indivisible from anti-Israel, anti-Semitic and
anti-Christian sentiments. In short, the bottom line of this
proposition is America is indeed “The New Jerusalem”.
That America and Israel are one. Such views are being
nurtured at the highest levels of the Zionist movement and
even now being inserted into the discourse of public
debate in America. As such, we can only conclude that
all of this is very much a confirmation of the thesis put
forth in the pages of The New Jerusalem.
In a certain sense, there is some truth to the
theme that “anti-Americanism” is a form of opposition
to Israel, for most people around the world who are
concerned about the new imperialism being pursued by
the United States know full well that this policy is not
really “Americanism” but, in fact, the product of the
Zionist powers and their policymakers in high places
who have come to reign supreme in America,
particularly during the presidency of George W. Bush.
However, as usual, the Zionists always show great
capacity to twist reality in order to make it fit their
peculiar worldview. People worldwide are not “antiAmerican” (in the sense that they have no problem with
the American people). If anything, it seems, because
people from all walks of life from around the globe often
have a better understanding than even Americans
themselves of who really rules America, they actually
have a certain sympathy for Americans for having
allowed themselves to be manipulated so relentlessly by
the Zionist minority. So there’s no “anti-Americanism”
in the sense that the Zionists would have us believe.
It is also important to acknowledge that people
worldwide have no trouble with the principles of
democracy, liberty and freedom—however loosely
defined. The idea that the rest of the planet (with
the exception of Israel) is somehow “antiAmerican” is a destructive and dangerous myth the
Zionists have propagated in order to turn Americans
against anyone around the globe who dares to
question Zionist power in America.
This concept of “anti-Americanism” is thus largely a
Zionist invention. It was in the wake of the 9-11 terrorist
attacks and in the period leading up to the utterly insane
(and Zionist-ordered) U.S. invasion of Iraq in the spring
of 2003, that the Zionist-controlled media in the United
States began hyping “anti-Americanism”, as a
consequence of the urgent need to stoke up a worldwide
(and apparently unending) “war against terrorism” of
which President Bush and his Zionist handlers said the
campaign to destroy Iraq was a vital component.
As a direct consequence of lies and inflammatory
language coming from the Bush administration, coupled
with deliberate distortions and disinformation in the
media, good, honest, decent patriotic Americans truly
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believed that Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein had played
a part in the 9-11 terrorist attacks and that the war
against Iraq was thus justified.
And in the build-up to the Iraq war, Zionist
propagandists and the media increasingly began touting
the message to Americans that “The whole world is
against us”—or, to put it more accurately, at least as
it was rendered in the media: “The whole world is
against us good Americans and our good friends, the
Israelis, who are certainly our only democratic ally in
the Middle East and our only real, solid, dependable ally
in the whole big wide world.”
The theme that “anti-Americanism” had run
rampant was instilled in Americans for the very
purpose of making them “anti” everyone who refused
to support the war against Saddam that the Zionists
demanded Americans fight on their behalf. In a sense,
the Iraq war became a—if not “the”—measuring stick
of determining who was supportive of the bigger, more
broad-ranging Zionist agenda and who wasn’t.
In any case, the theme of “anti-Americanism” is
now being introduced by the Zionists in the media into
the public debate and now, as noted, “anti Americanism”
is being equated by the Zionists with opposition not
only to Israel and Jewish interests but even to
Christianity itself—an extraordinary theme indeed.
Yet, although it may be quite difficult for the
average American to accept (or even understand)
such a broad-ranging historical and geopolitical
contention with obviously immense global ramifications,
this is precisely what one of Zionism’s most highly
regarded “intellectuals” contended in an audacious essay
published in the January 2005 issue of Commentary
magazine, the always-pompous, but nonetheless candid,
journal of the American Jewish Committee.
In his Commentary essay, “Americanism—and Its
Enemies”, Yale Professor David Gelernter says that
“Americanism” itself—at least as defined by Gelernter
and his fellow Zionists—is no more than a modern-day
evolution of old-line Zionist thought, going back to the
Bible itself. America, he contends, is essentially the
new Israel, The New Jerusalem, a virtual adjunct of
the State of Israel itself.
However, before we explore the specifics of
Gelernter’s amazing essay, it is critical to understand the
particular milieu from which it emerged, for that, in itself,
points toward how significant this thesis is, at least from
the standpoint of the circles of influence in America that
truly count for something, that is, the Zionist elite.
That Gelernter’s proposition was put forth in
Commentary—long-edited by neo-conservative “exTrotskyite” Norman Podhoretz, who still remains the
power-behind-the-scenes at the journal—means quite
a lot. Generally recognized as one of the foremost
media influences directing U.S. foreign policy in the
Bush administration, Commentary is certainly one of
the leading—and hard-line—voices of Zionism, not only
in America, but worldwide.
In addition, although Gelernter is a computer
specialist, his views on political affairs are regularly
published with great fanfare in the pages of The New
York Times and The Washington Post, and in such
staunch pro-Israel publications as The New Republic,
National Review and Zionist billionaire Rupert
Murdoch’s house journal, The Weekly Standard,
edited by William Kristol, who is perhaps the chief
media publicist and public affairs strategist for the socalled “neo-conservative” point of view today.
As such, what Gelernter has to say should be
considered carefully, inasmuch he is very much a part of
the Kristol network and also given free rein in
Commentary to air such provocative opinions. Gelernter
is one of the most widely-read voices of Zionism today.
Thus, to understand what the “neo-conservatives”
such as Gelernter believe is to understand the very
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mindset of the hard-line Zionist movement not only in
the United States and Israel, but worldwide, for neoconservatism is probably best described as perhaps the
foremost influence within the always-multifaceted
world of Zionism today.
Although the history of the neo-conservatives
(outlined in detail in this author’s previous work, The
High Priests of War) is beyond the scope of our
present study, it is important to note that the
aforementioned William Kristol’s father, Irving Kristol,
is known as “the godfather” of the neo-conservative
movement and was himself, as an old-line Trotskyite
communist, one of the self-dubbed “New York
intellectuals”—part of a cell which actually called itself
“The Family”—who acted as mentor for Podhoretz
during the time when Commentary was emerging as
one of the Israeli lobby’s most powerful media voices.
Today, the Kristols and Podhoretz—along with those
such as Gelernter— are stalwart forces behind the global
agenda of the Bush administration, allied with such key
administration policymakers as Deputy Defense
Secretary Paul Wolfowitz and collaborating intimately
with like-minded allies in hard-line factions in Israel. All
of this is particularly relevant, of course, since it is under
the Bush presidency that America’s effective merger
with the State of Israel became all the more evident—
an alliance unprecedented even in American terms.
And, as such, it is by no means irrelevant that
when President Bush delivered his controversial
second inaugural address, one of the intellectual
masterminds behind that address was Natan
Sharansky, one of the more outspoken leaders for the
hard-line bloc in Israel with whom America’s neoconservative Zionists collaborate quite closely. Along
with William Kristol and other neo-American
conservatives, Sharansky actually visited the White
House at Bush’s invitation and played a part in
crafting the speech that the president delivered.
In that inaugural address, Bush reaffirmed his
commitment to the principles of global world
revolution—framed as the pursuit of “democracy”—
that have been the foundation of the always-evolving
philosophy of those ex Trotskyite neo-conservatives who
are the godfathers of the “compassionate conservatism”
of the Bush administration. In short, the Bush agenda
(rather the agenda of Bush’s Zionist handlers) is no more
than a modernized brand of old-style international
Bolshevism inspired by the late Leon Trotsky.
As we now see, today’s Trotskyites—now the
leaders of Zionism—are realists and opportunists, if
nothing else. As such, they have retooled their
mechanism for global rule and have adapted it for their
particular needs during the 21st century, to the point
that they have even drafted a born-again, messianicminded, gun-toting cowboy with a Texas twang as
their chief public spokesman. And, in fact, he’s
developed quite a cult following. In that second
inaugural address, Young Bush proclaimed that
“America’s vital interests and our deepest beliefs are
now one. ... Advancing these ideals is the mission that
created our Nation. ... Now it is the urgent requirement
of our nation’s security, and the calling of our time.”
The bottom line is that it means future war and lots
of it—global war— nothing more than an expansion of
the ongoing imperial venture in Iraq, to include as the
targets any and all perceived to be standing in the way
of the New World Order the leaders of international
Zionism have dreamed about for so long. And now
they have America in their hands and are therefore in
control of the one powerful nation whose resources
(and people) can be exploited to achieve that dream.
It is no coincidence that on the eve of his
assumption of a second term, Time magazine—the
weekly voice of America’s Zionist Royal Family, the
Bronfmans—dubbed George W. Bush an “American

Revolutionary”. An American Bush may be, but the
revolution he leads is not American. It is a revolution
whose Founding Fathers are the ruling leaders of
international Zionism. Young Bush may be king but
Zionist intriguers are his regents.
The Bush agenda is the Zionist agenda and the
whole theme of advancing global democracy is part
and parcel of the modern-day (and ever-advancing)
Zionist plan to re-make the world under the force
of American guns.
And this brings us back to David Gelernter’s essay
in Commentary, for it is very much a philosophical
complement to the theme put forth by Sharansky—and
dutifully and enthusiastically echoed by Bush—and part
of a not-so-subtle ongoing effort to underscore and
promote the new international imperium the Bush
administration is working to effect.
While his essay was published before Bush’s
inaugural address was publicly delivered—although it
had already been privately concocted in the hands of
Gelernter’s Zionist associates—Gelernter contends that
what today is the Sharansky-Bush point of view goes
back, in American historical terms, to the days of the
Puritan and Pilgrim founding fathers.
Noting that “Puritans spoke of themselves as
God’s new chosen people, living in God’s new
promised land—in short, as God’s new Israel,”
Gelernter asserts that “Many thinkers have noted that
Americanism is inspired by or close to or intertwined
with Puritanism,” noting that “one of the most
impressive scholars to say so recently is Samuel
Huntington, in his formidable book on American
identity, Who Are We?”
An old Council on Foreign Relations hand,
Huntington seems an ironic choice for Gelernter to cite
when preaching about Americanism and democracy,
inasmuch as Huntington’s earlier book, The Crisis of
Democracy (published by the Rockefeller-funded
Trilateral Commission) suggested there was too much
democracy in America and that it needed to be
suppressed. However, then again, “democracy”—in
the eyes of the elite—applies only to those whom they
want to have freedom.
More recently, Huntington emerged a vocal
spokesman for a determined high-level campaign to
block certain groups of immigrants—namely Muslims
and Hispanic Catholics—from coming into the United
States, basically in the name of “fighting terrorism and
anti-Semitism”, since the Jewish elite have concluded
that Catholic immigrants, along with Muslims, are
suspicious of Jewish power and not easily controlled.
In any case, Gelernter says that the Puritanism of
Huntington’s chosen type is the real foundation of
America. He writes:
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modern-day form of “Puritanism” underlying
“Americanism” is actually anything but Christian. And
this, of course, again, would surprise many Christian
supporters of Israel who proclaim that America is a
Christian nation doing its part in helping fulfill God’s
so-called promises to the Jewish people.
Gelernter’s assessment of the Bible, as he reads
it, is that, among other things, Americans, in particular,
have “a divine mission to all mankind” and that this
conclusion can be reached: “Every human being
everywhere is entitled to freedom, equality, and
democracy.” (What Bible Gelernter refers to may be
a good question, but certainly beyond our scope here.)
Suggesting that those whom he calls “the
theologians of Americanism” understood that freedom,
equality and democracy were not just philosophical
ideas but “the word of God”, Gelernter concludes that
the consequence is “the fervor and passion with which
Americans believe their creed”. Gelernter says that
creed is that “Americans, virtually alone in the world,
insist that freedom, equality, and democracy are right not
only for France and Spain but for Afghanistan and Iraq.”
Here Gelernter begins to spin his particular theme
that Zionism is integral to and inseparable from what
he says is “Americanism”:
To sum up Americanism’s creed as far as
freedom, equality, and democracy for all is to state
only half the case. The other half deals with a
promised land, a chosen people, and a universal,
divinely ordained mission. This part of
Americanism is the American version of biblical
Zionism: in short, American Zionism.
Purporting that “Americanism” (as he defines it)
is “American Zionism”—the idea that America is also
a Zionist “promised land” that is as one with the state
of Israel and traditional Jewish Zionism itself, Gelernter
is suggesting that both Israel and America are Jewish
states. He goes even further:
Classical Israel’s (and classical Zionism’s)
contribution to Americanism is incalculable. No
modern historian or thinker I am aware of ... has
done justice to this extraordinary fact. They seem
to have forgotten what the eminent 19th century
Irish historian William Lecky recognized: that
“Hebraic mortar cemented the foundations of
American democracy.” And even Lecky, I
suspect, did not grasp the full extent of this truth.
Unless we do grasp it, we can never fully
understand Americanism—or anti-Americanism.

Puritanism did not merely inspire or influence
Americanism, it turned into Americanism. ... You
cannot really understand the Pilgrims, or Puritans
in general, unless you know the Hebrew Bible and
classical Jewish history; knowing Judaism itself also
helps ... Early exponents of Americanism tended to
define even their own Christianity [emphasis
Gelernter’s] in ways that make it sound like Judaism.

In short, Gelernter is avowing that “antiAmericanism” is nothing more (or nothing less) than
opposition to the Zionist theology that he contends
played such a considerable role as the “mortar” that
“cemented the foundations of American democracy”.
Then, Gelernter moves forward, applying his bizarre
theory to the conduct of U.S. foreign policy. In the
same spirit in which The Washington Post on January
21, 2005 declared President Bush’s global view to be
“more Wilsonian than conservative”, Gelernter asserts:

And it is probably worth pointing out that Gelernter
notes that Puritanism, in its classic sense on American
shores, underwent transition, so much so that many
Puritan congregations became Unitarian. And the
irony there, of course, is there are quite a few
Christians—including fundamentalist supporters of
Israel—who don’t even consider Unitarians to be
Christians. (But that’s another question for another
day and for others to debate.)
In any case, for all intents and purposes, Gelernter
is perhaps hinting that (at least in the Zionist view) the

[Woodrow] Wilson stands right at the center
of classical Americanism. No president spoke the
language of Bible and divine mission more lucidly
... During Wilson’s administration, Americanism
accomplished a fundamental transition. It had
always included the idea of divine mission. But
what was [emphasis in the original] the mission?
Until the closing of the frontier in the last decade
of the 19th century, the mission was to populate
the continent. With the frontier closed, the mission
became “Americanism for the whole world”.
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According to Gelernter, subsequent presidents such
as Franklin D. Roosevelt and Harry S. Truman waged
wars on behalf of Americanism. FDR’s war against
(a virtually united) Europe, allied with Japan, was no
less than a war to vanquish perhaps the greatest threat
that ever emerged to Zionist power in the entire history
of the planet. Truman, of course, launched the Cold
War against the Soviets which we now know was yet
another mechanism of global profiteering, for even
while American kids were dying in Korea and later in
Vietnam, international banking houses—many of them
Jewish, some not— were propping up the Soviet
tyranny while it was in their interests to do so.
However, Gelernter says, it was Ronald Reagan
who affirmed this “Americanism” when he spoke of
a “shining city upon a hill”, citing the Bible’s book of
Matthew in the same spirit of Puritan father John
Winthrop. It was Reagan, claims Gelernter, whose “use
of these words connected modern America to the
humane Christian vision—the Puritan vision—the vision
(ultimately) of the Hebrew Bible and the Jewish
people—that created this nation.” Now, Gelernter says,
“That Americanism is the successor of Puritanism is
crucial to [understanding] anti-Americanism.”
According to the Zionist-based slant that Gelernter
puts forth, modern-day European opposition to the global
designs being advanced by the neo-conservative policymakers in the Bush administration is nothing more than
a current manifestation of something long past:
In the 18th century anti-Americans were
conservative, monarchist and anti-Puritans. ... In
the 19th century, European elites became
increasingly hostile to Christianity—which
inevitably entailed hostility to America.
And with a grand flourish, Gelernter lays it on
the line . . .
In modern times, anti-Americanism is closely
associated with anti-Christianism and anti-Semitism
[Gelernter’s emphasis].
All of this reflects the mindset of the Zionist elite
and those who are now dictating American foreign
policy in the name of a grand scheme of advancing
some ill-defined global democratic revolution.
What it represents is nothing more than the New
World Order that genuine American patriots warned
about for generations, a scheme that is genuine “antiAmericanism” in its most basic definition.
Real Americans—and their many good friends
around the globe who are rightly concerned with the
rise of Zionist power in America—would make a
mistake to discount the influence of such thinking:
agree or disagree, this is the philosophy of the Zionist
elite, however immoral and Hellish it may be.
The final result, in the Zionist grand scheme, will
be the establishment of a global empire—ruled from
America, The New Jerusalem.
While the “real” Jerusalem in the occupied land of
Palestine may function as the spiritual capital of
international Zionism, America will provide the money
and the arms and the young men and women who will
fight and die to make the world safe for Zionist wealth
and supremacy, all in the name of “Americanism”
which is now the great Jewish mask.
Thus, in the end, the thesis put forth in The New
Jerusalem—that the Zionists have laid claim to
America as their New Jerusalem—is not some horrific
and hate-filled “anti-Jewish conspiracy theory”. In
fact, according to the Zionists themselves, the concept
that America is The New Jerusalem is the very
foundation of Zionism in the 21st century. That
conclusion is inescapable.

The question that remains is what Americans—
and others worldwide—intend to do about it . . .
IS AMERICA MORE THAN JUST “THE NEW
JERUSALEM”? PERHAPS IT IS TRULY . . .
THE NEW BABYLON.
SOME PARTING THOUGHTS . . .
THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE . . .
We close this volume confident of one thing: the
material assembled in these pages is undeniably more
comprehensive than anything yet seen on a topic that
is perhaps the most inflammatory subject being
discussed on the face of the planet today.
Hundreds of millions of people across the globe
are convinced that America is, effectively, the “New
Jerusalem”—the power center of world Zionism.
America has emerged, beyond any question, as the
proverbial “land of milk and honey”, one that—for
better or worse (many would say “worse”)—far
eclipses the tiny State of Israel as the jewel in the
Zionist crown. It cannot be denied.
As demonstrated in the Godless, immoral and unnecessary American assault upon Iraq (with the vast
destruction and devastation that followed, including the
needless deaths of more than 1,000 Americans, not to
mention the butchering of many thousands more),
Zionist power in America has reached an unprecedented
height as acknowledged by more than one Jewish
historian and certainly by no less than one of the most
influential newspapers in the State of Israel.
There are those, of course, who say that Zionist
power in America is a natural consequence of “the
free market” and a demonstration of American
democracy at its best. There are others—many
others—who would argue otherwise.
The assassination of John F. Kennedy was indeed
a turning point in the American system, and really, for
the world. Although Zionist power had long held sway
in Washington and across America, the state of Israel
itself was relatively new-born in 1963. However, as
president, JFK was taking a strong stand against the
demands of the Zionist lobby—particularly its desire to
help Israel become a nuclear weapons powerhouse—and,
as a consequence, paid with his life. This set the stage
for a major realignment of U.S. policy toward Israel and
the Arab world and likewise gave new power to the role
of the Israeli lobby in Washington. And, obviously, that
influence has grown by leaps and bounds ever since.
The proliferation of nuclear arms in the Arab and
Muslim world has been a direct reaction to Israel’s
nuclear build-up—something that JFK tried to stop—
and it is no exaggeration to say that had JFK
succeeded in stopping Israel from achieving nuclear
weapons, it is likely that the United States would never
have become involved in the debacle in Iraq that resulted
from Zionism’s determination to hinder Saddam
Hussein’s efforts to build a nuclear arsenal to counter
that of Israel. And the tragedy of Iraq will continue
to haunt America and its people for generations.
So while the Zionist lobby remains steadfast here
in America, promoting the interests of its foreign
client—the State of Israel—the Zionist families and
power blocs here on American soil have assembled a
massive conglomeration of wealth and power that, as
we have seen, has effectively made the United States,
beyond question, The New Jerusalem.
The secret history of JFK’s behind-the-scenes
struggle with Israel is one that needs to be known far
and wide if Americans—and people around the
world—are to ever truly understand how and why
Zionism achieved such predominance in American life.
Those Who Reign Supreme do so because—on
November 22, 1963—an American president who
challenged their power was put to death in a very ugly
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public execution in a crime that, to this day, remains
unpunished. Now today, we face the reality that came
as a consequence of that crime in Dallas. We must
begin looking at the situation and pondering what lies
ahead for America . . . and the world.
If we turn our eyes toward other modern-day
nation-states, we find that the struggle against Zionist
power is—just as in America—the unspoken “big
secret” of the day. In some places, though, the
struggle is moving very much into the open. . . .
In the Western hemisphere, we find a populist
revolutionary in Venezuela—Hugo Chavez—standing
up (and gleefully so) against international Zionist
intrigues. It was by no means an accident that, on one
occasion, Chavez proudly stood beside then-Iraqi ruler
Saddam Hussein and declared that both he and
Saddam were opposed by “the Pharisees”. Chavez
knew precisely what he was saying. And likewise it
is no accident that Chavez is now, increasingly, a
target of the Zionist media.
In Asia, former Malaysian Prime Minister
Mahathir Muhammed shocked the world by publicly
referring to the immense power of international
Zionism. He was ruthlessly savaged by the media for
his remarks, but everyone knew, of course, that he
was right on the mark. And that is why Muhammed
remains immensely popular, not only in the Muslim
world, but throughout the nations of the globe where
free-thinking people do not fear the truth.
In the new post-Soviet Russia, a handful of Zionist
billionaires—known as “the oligarchs”—are struggling
to maintain an iron grip on the Russian economy,
facing a challenge from Russian President Vladimir
Putin who—by taking on these powerful forces—has
put his own future on the line. And needless to say,
the Zionist-controlled media in the West has not
welcomed Putin’s measures against the oligarchs. The
media vilifies Putin, calling him a throwback to the era of
the Czars or that of the dreaded Stalin who—in his final
days—began moving against Zionist influence in Russia,
thereby bringing about his own premature demise.
(The facts about Stalin’s murder were conclusively
documented in 2004 by Jonathan Brent and Vladimir
Naumov in Stalin’s Last Crime, confirming what had
been broadly and not-so-subtly hinted at, really bragged
about, in Jewish publications for over 50 years.)
So whether Putin will survive the Zionist onslaught
is a question the answer to which will play a major
part in directing the course of Russia’s future and that
of the world, for the Zionists have no qualms about
stoking up a new “Cold War” between the United
States and Russia in order to tame Putin and ensure
the survival of Zionist clout in Russia.
In the end, the struggle against inordinate Zionist
power and influence and its often pernicious
consequences has always been a part of history and
in the United States today it could very well prove to
be the critical issue of the years to come . . . or, at
least, it should be.
Is it really so vital to the American system that a
handful of billionaire families have a stranglehold on
the Media Monopoly in America? Would it hurt Si and
Donald Newhouse to be subjected to strict antimonopoly
laws which would dispossess them of their vast
ownership of newspapers all across America? Can’t
Si and Donald be happy with owning just one
newspaper and one magazine—or maybe just a few?
More than one American media critic has raised
concerns about growing concentration of ownership of
the media, but—thus far—only a handful of
independent voices (including, by the way, a Jewishcongressman, Bernie Sanders of Vermont) have
seriously dared to raise the issue.
Is it likewise perhaps time to recall the warnings of
the late Louisiana populist Sen. Huey P. Long who called
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for the redistribution of the wealth? As analysts such as
Kevin Phillips, among others, have noted, the gulf
between rich and poor in this country is growing
exponentially, with the middle class likewise getting poorer
and poorer all the time. Is it perhaps time to break up
the great accumulated fortunes and take on those whom
FDR referred to as “the malefactors of great wealth”?
Will the three heirs to the gigantic Mars candy
fortune—worth a combined $30 billion—really suffer if
they have to give up everything except for a paltry $100
million or so? And the same question can be asked—
by the way—about some of the non-Jewish fortunes in
America. Imagine what could be done to improve things
here at home in America if even just a handful of these
monumental conglomerations of wealth could be
redistributed to make life better for all Americans.
No child would ever go hungry. No parents
would have to struggle to put their children through
college. Disease and drug abuse could be dealt with
in a well-funded national campaign with resources
unlike anything yet seen. No community would again
go without proper health care. Elderly folks would
never eat dog food in order to save money for muchneeded medicines. Our nursing homes would no
longer be ugly places where our seniors would be sent
off to die in squalor. Our crumbling bridges and
highways and railroads would be restored.
The list of what we could accomplish with an
infusion of wealth taken from the hands of the
super-rich is endless. Put your imagination to work.
And then consider the fact that America—as a
nation—could also lend a helping hand to peoples
all across the globe.
This is all a dream—for the present. In fact, the
Zionist elite and their allies in the upper reaches of the
American ruling class, are working assiduously to ensure
their own continued dominance and that their for tunes
remain intact. All manner of legislation is coming down
the pike, aimed at suppressing popular dissent in America.
The institution of so-called “hate crimes” laws—
which are nothing less than schemes designed to
counteract criticisms of Jewish influence in American
policy making—along with such liberty-robbing
measures as the so-called “Patriot Act” and other such
legislation, are part and parcel of a long-planned
program to suppress dissent and set in place a
program of “thought control” with one purpose and one
purpose alone: to perpetuate continuing Zionist
domination of the American experiment.
While there are indications that highly-placed
elements in American life—persons inside such
influential policy-making institutions such as the CIA,
the FBI, the State Department, the National Security
Agency and the military itself—are growing restless,
rightly concerned that Jewish Zionist influence on
American policy is a danger to America and its place
in the world, the fact remains that the preeminent
Zionist control and/or influence over the American
media monopoly is a force that plays a major impact
in shaping the broad-ranging American psyche.
At this juncture it seems—sadly—most unlikely
that the American people are, any time soon, about to
rise up and elect a president and a Congress who will
challenge Zionist power and what it represents.
However, if enough Americans—in enough places
across this broad land—are willing to stand up and
speak out and lend their support to those in positions
of power, it is likely that those in high places who do
have serious questions about Zionist power will be
more inclined than ever before to likewise stand up and
speak out on their own.
In short, we can have “revolution from above”—
for revolution from below, at this time, seems highly
unlikely. The first American Revolution was the
product of discontented intellectuals, military leaders,

and businessmen and the coming Second American
Revolution will inevitably arise from the same sources.
That’s why grass-roots Americans must remain
vigilant. They must continue to support independent
voices in the free media and—when the time
comes—rally behind those in high places who finally
have the guts to say, “I’m mad as Hell and I’m not
going to take it any more.”
The Wave of the Future is rolling fast toward
American shores and the whole world is watching.
That wave will come crashing down with a resounding
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roar unlike anything yet heard in history and,
ultimately—whatever it takes—Americans will declare
forthrightly and boldly, in no uncertain terms, that our
nation is The New Jerusalem for all people—not just for
a self-worshipping and clannish elite few. When that
happens—and only then—can we rest assured America
(and the world) will be on the real road to salvation,
not on the road that Those Who Reign Supreme would
have us travel . . . the road to destruction.
—MICHAEL COLLINS PIPER
[END QUOTING, END SERIES]

Counterpoint by Judy Andreas
Do not let it be said, “the Jews” are to blame for
the problems of the world today. It is NOT “the
Jews”! There is, however, a tiny handful of
conscienceless beings devoted entirely to SELF
service, who protect themselves by hiding behind a
MASK of “Jewishness”, which YOU ALLOW by not
living and acting in truth—and not defending it.
Do not let it be said that Judy Andreas is a “selfhating” Jew. She has found the truth and survived
the gut-wrenching which follows. In the end, friends,
we are all ONE and it is not so wise to throw stones.
[QUOTING:]
A LETTER TO JUDY
By Judy Andreas, <JudyAndreas.com>, 11/24/05
Last week I was interviewed on Channel Islam.
Prior to the interview I had my usual set of concerns. I
was scheduled to speak for the first hour and to take
questions from listeners during the second hour. Being
far from an expert, I wondered if I had two hours worth
of information and I wondered about the worth of the
information I would impart. I wondered how I would be
received by the audience. After all, Judy Andreas is merely
an essayist who writes from her heart and feels things very
deeply. I wondered if that would be good enough.
Surprisingly, the two hours flew by and there was a
strong emotional connection. My words seemed to come
from the deepest part of me. The callers were gracious
and accepting and I felt truly welcomed.
After the interview, the host stayed on the line to tell
me how well it had gone. With gratitude, I felt that I had
made a small contribution towards healing.
Today. I received the following letter and asked the
sender for permission to publish it. He granted it gladly,
and requested that I omit his name and email address.
The letter both warmed and broke my heart. I was born
of Jewish parents and this man is a Muslim, yet these labels
become meaningless as we meet in friendship and caring.
There is no distance between us. This man is my brother.
Dear Judy
I listened to part of your interview on Channel
Islam from Zambia. It was a heartwarming
experience for me also.
Your statements and comments were like music
to, I am sure, all the Muslim listeners of Cii.
I have the following contribution to make from
a Muslim perspective.
The confrontation we are witnessing today in my
opinion is not just about democracy, oil reserves,
occupied Palestine & Iraq. Take the issue of
wearing the head scarf for instance not only in
France but also in some Muslim countries.
There was a case in Turkey recently where a
Muslim lady was not allowed to wear the head
scarf to university.
She took her case to the European court of

human rights and lost. A female physician in France
has a notice posted outside her clinic: “You are not
allowed in if you’re in Hijab.” I listened to a radio
programme on the BBC about the construction of a
mosque somewhere in Europe. Residents of the
locality signed petitions to the authorities complaining
that the minaret was too high. The minaret had to
be reduced from 25mtrs to 15mtrs.
So why all the fuss about religious symbols
predominantly Islamic?
Islam is a complete and comprehensive way of life.
Every aspect of life for a Muslim is part of religion.
There can therefore be no separation between
secular and religious matters. This is why in my opinion
there appears to be a confrontation with the west.
Take the prohibition on usury in Islam also
referred to as interest, for example. This is an aspect
for business but very much part of religion for a
Muslim also. The Quran clearly forbids any
transaction with usury. Muslims have therefore set
up Islamic financial institutions based on profit
sharing in some countries.
The way Islamic banking works is that the bank
must share in the profit and loss. In other financial
systems, the bank always wins. I have seen people
who have lost their homes and business to banks.
The west supports despots in the middle east for
many reasons. One of the reasons is to ensure
Islamic parties do not come to power at any cost.
There was an uprising by the Muslim Brotherhood
in Syria in the ’80s. President Assad ordered in the
military who massacred over 10,000. Was this
reported in the media? I do not think so.
They know very well that if Islamic parties come
to power they will abolish the interest system. If
interest is abolished, how will the IMF and World
Bank survive? The IMF and World Bank is one of
the many systems put in place for global domination.
Muslims will ask authorities to take down nude
bill boards near mosques as was the case in Britain
recently. They are afraid that Muslims will begin
asking for more Islamic identity and the west will
start looking like the “Middle West”.
The news media and hollywood have already
started their disinformation campaign against Islam
with movies like The Siege with Denzel Washington.
Have you noticed the news media always focuses its
cameras on veiled women in Muslim countries.
Donald Rumsfeld, Tony Blair and Bush often
say that the enemies of freedom wish to impose their
medieval vision on the world.
They consider the enemies of freedom to be the
Muslims and their way of life.
Islam, in my opinion, is the only ideology that
stands in the way of a group some call the Illuminati
who have a sinister vision to subjugate the people of
the world and their natural resources.
Their major tools are the Zionist controlled news
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media, movie theatres (I call brainwashing halls),
financial institutions and the United Nations.
Mr. Bush was hard on Ariel Sharon in a few of
his press statements. A couple of days later did you
see how quickly he changed his tune to “Sharon is a
man of peace”? Affairs are not directed by Mr. Bush or
Blair. People are not aware of this because they only see
and hear the voices of Mr. Blair and Bush.
Algeria is another good example. The Islamic
party there was poised to win an election when the
commanders in the military backed by France stepped
in and canceled the election. The Muslim Brotherhood
in Egypt is a religious party with popular support.
They are banned from taking part in elections. Their
candidates have to stand as independents. I guarantee
you 100% that they would come to power if they were
allowed to take part in elections. The same goes for
Hamas in Palestine.
In Zambia, construction of a mosque was halted
by the authorities when the building had reached
window level. Permission for the mosque was
granted, then later revoked while construction was
underway. Do you see how events in the media have
influenced the decision of the Zambian government to
prevent the construction of a mosque?
I have concluded beyond any reasonable doubt that
the war on terror is actually a cover for a war on Islam.
Thank you for the Cii interview. We look
forward to you coming on air again. It is pleasing to
know that more and more people are becoming aware
of this global conspiracy.
Yours faithfully,
(name withheld)
[END QUOTING]
Please pay attention to the actions of the anti-war
“peacenik” at the end of this next article and ask
YOURSELF if this being exists as part of YOU.
[QUOTING:]
LIVE PEACE......... BE PEACE
By Judy Andreas, <JudyAndreas.com>, 11/27/05
Some people think it’s a miracle to walk on
water. I think it is a miracle to walk on the earth in
peace.—Thich Nhat Hahn
Most people know who Cindy Sheehan is. Most
people have read how this incredible woman has taken the
tragic loss of her son, Casey, who died in Iraq for a war
based on lies, greed and corruption, and turned it into a
mobilizing heroic effort. Cindy has transmuted violence
into peace by example. Whether she is a Democrat or a
Republican becomes irrelevant. Whether she is a Catholic
or a Buddhist becomes irrelevant. Cindy is more than a
label; she is greater than that. She has taken an “unspeakable”
event and given everyone a mirror in which to reflect. How
many of us have the courage to look?
Recently, Cindy gave a speech at Riverside Church in
New York City. Reflecting on that event, she said:
In a speech I delivered at the Riverside Church in
NYC on the one year anniversary of Casey’s death,
which was also the 37th anniversary of MLK Jr’s
death, I said: we must all do one thing for peace each
day. I now know that is not enough. We must live
peace and embody peace if we want peace on earth.
Our entire lives must be for peace. Not just one
activity a day.
I saw Cindy Sheehan in the audience at a lecture I
attended at The Ethical Culture Society in New York.
After the lecture, I, and many others, went to greet her;
to thank her, to hug her. The admiring throng was
honored to be in her presence, to “ touch the robes of a
Master”, to share the same space with someone who,
indeed, “walks the talk”.
And yet, how many people truly understood what they
were feeling as they greeted Cindy? How many people

merely intellectualized her words and her behavior and
returned to their lives unchanged; lives peppered with
hatred, anger, cruelty and violent words.
While the intellect rules the planet and emotions are
twisted and distorted, misused and abused, Cindy’s words
will remain merely “words”. The intellect cannot grasp
who she is or hear beyond her words. Cindy is talking
about a way of life. Cindy is talking about a moment to
moment experience. Cindy Sheehan is a personification of
the heart, and the heart is the one organ which remains
covered in our culture.
This woman has been misused by people who hang
on a fragment of what she is and what she is saying. For
these people, she becomes a wonderful platform upon
which to build their vitriolic rants. Her actions get distorted
into fuel for the personal fires of their rage.
It is time for all of us to stand naked in front of the
mirror. It is time to throw away the defensive layer of
flesh which keeps us out of touch with reality. It is time
to throw away the drugs and the cigarettes and the booze.
These are merely props in the play of self imposed
isolation. They are keeping us isolated from our true
nature. We cling to them as we cling to a lover. And
though they may temporarily blur the pain, the pain is
always there. Why do you fear it? Why don’t you get
to know it? Why don’t you go deeply into it? Stop
running from it. Embrace it. Befriend your pain, your
loneliness, your shadow nature, and, if you have the
courage, you may become an authentic being. If you have
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the courage, your words will no longer ring hollow. Your
life will become an example for everyone. You will have
learned why you admire Cindy Sheehan.
We are a great deal more than we think we are. Do
not be so quick to believe that reality is only what you can
touch and taste. Do not get caught in the illusion of the
three dimensional world. Do not dismiss the power of
thought. Do not become an unwitting agent of your own
destruction. Do not believe that your angry words, spoken
under the guise of “peace”, and your unkind actions to “the
least of your brethren” do not affect the entire world. Do
not dismiss my words as you reach for another cigarette.
Do not dismiss the ancient wisdom because your eyes
cannot see over the belly which you stuff to numb the
feelings you are afraid to confront.
It is time to stop the violence.
Yesterday, I stood on a street corner with a group …
protesting the war in Iraq. A man called an obscenity from
a passing car and one of the “peaceniks” hurled an
invective at the passing motorist. She laughed at her
comment which had attacked the size of his manhood.
Do you see the irony? Do you see the hypocrisy?
We must live peace and embody peace if we want
peace on earth. Our entire lives must be for peace.–
Cindy Sheehan
[END QUOTING]
Sometimes it helps to hear it from another terrestrial.

World News Insights
First, some confirmation of the dangers of the same agency that gave Vioxx its safetly blessing before it
Tamiflu vaccination from Dr. Mercola.
killed 55,000 people.
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
When Tamiflu kills U.S. children, Roche will plead that
they had no idea it could do such a thing! They will claim
FLU DRUG IS KILLING PEOPLE
reports such as this one out of Japan were unverified, and that
By Dr. Joseph Mercola, <Mercola.com>, 11/22/05
there was no way they could have known it was a problem.
It just doesn’t get much worse than that. When will
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is investigating America wake up and say enough is enough?
reports that the deaths of 12 Japanese children may be linked
... If you want to avoid catching the flu, drugs and
to the anti-viral drug Tamiflu. The possibility has caused vaccines are not the answer. Your body and health are
alarm, since millions of doses of the drug are currently better served by addressing the reasons why the immune
being stockpiled for use in a potential flu pandemic.
system is impaired, which allows it to acquire the infection
…Tamiflu has also been linked to neuropsychiatric to begin with. ...
incidents in children, including seizures, loss of
[END QUOTING]
consciousness, and delirium.
As the following article documents, you can multiply
…The reports mention incidents including:
the number of manufacturing jobs lost by a factor of 7 to
· A 14-year-old boy with flu took a dose of Tamiflu and 9 times to arrive at the total job loss.
two hours later fell from the ninth floor of his apartment
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
building.
· Another child, hours after taking a dose, jumped from the GM JOB CUTS WILL DEVASTATE U.S.-CANADA CITIES
By J. Kay and B. Grey, <WSWS.org>, 11/24/05
second floor of his house into deep snow.
…[I]t is important to realize that the reason Tamiflu
General Motors’ plan to eliminate 30,000 hourly jobs
side effects may show up earlier in Japan is that Tamiflu
is used 12 times more frequently in Japan than in the by 2008, announced Monday in Detroit, will have
devastating consequences for cities in the United States and
United States. ...
Canada, and its ripple effects will hit working-class
Dr. Mercola’s Comment:
... Earlier this year the United States placed an order communities throughout the two countries. The closure
for 20 million doses of this worthless drug at a price of of twelve facilities will reduce the auto maker’s
$100 per dose. That comes to a staggering $2 billion. It manufacturing jobs in North America by nearly a third.
Taken together with hourly and salaried job cuts
was abundantly clear that this drug was not going to help
anyone with the flu, and now we find out that this drug already announced this year by GM, Ford and the auto
has a serious potential of killing children that take it. parts makers Delphi and Visteon, Monday’s announcement
To add insult to injury, the drug companies have brings the total of auto jobs targeted for destruction to
made a sweet arrangement with the U.S. government 60,000, and this does not take into account the impact of
that they are not liable for any of the side effects Ford’s downsizing plan, to be made public in January. The
from the drugs. President Bush’s $7.1-billion pandemic flu number two U.S. auto maker has made clear that it intends
plan seeks broad limits on lawsuits against producers of to eliminate thousands of jobs and permanently close a
vaccines and antiviral drugs, but is silent on how those injured number of factories.
Since 2000, more than 100,000 hourly and salaried
or killed by adverse reactions might be compensated.
... So, even if these drugs or vaccines wind up killing automotive jobs have been eliminated in the U.S....
Studies show that each job at a U.S. auto factory
innocent children, these companies will not be held liable.
But you don’t have to worry as on Saturday the FDA supports seven jobs at other businesses nearby. That
aannounced that Tamiflu was safe. Of course, this is the means the elimination of 60,000 auto jobs in the U.S.
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World News Insights
and Canada will result in a total job loss of well over
400,000. ...
Thousands of jobs will be lost in southeastern Ontario,
Canada. GM announced that it will close its Oshawa No.
2 plant by 2008, eliminating 2,500 jobs. It will also
eliminate a shift at its No.1 plant, leading to a loss of an
additional 1,000 jobs. About 140 jobs will be lost with the
shutdown of a parts plant in St. Catharines, Ontario.
An article in the Toronto Globe and Mail on Tuesday
noted that the entire economy of the region will suffer.
“About half of Canada’s critical auto parts industry lies
exposed to the shock waves emanating from the planned
closing,” the newspaper reported. According to the article,
GM contracts are responsible for half of the 100,000 jobs
in the Canadian auto parts industry. An estimated 12,000
jobs in the parts industry may be eliminated as a result of
the job cuts at GM.
The economic impact will extend beyond these parts
jobs to wider sections of the economy. “Jan Myers, chief
economist for Canadian Manufactures & Exporters,” the
Globe and Mail reported, “estimates that about nine jobs
are created directly in Canada for every auto assembly
position. That means the sector generates about 20
to 25 per cent of the total jobs in Canadian
manufacturing.”
Outside of the U.S. Midwest and Canada, several
major plants will be closed in southern states. GM will
sharply scale back production at its Saturn plant in Spring
Hill, Tennessee, resulting in some 1,500 job losses. Over
2,500 jobs will be eliminated in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
when a plant there is closed in 2006. And 3,000 workers
will lose their jobs in Doraville, Georgia, just outside of
Atlanta. ...
[END QUOTING]
The following brief announcement could be the reason
why gold almost reached $500 this week, a near doubling
in price since the low at $252. GAIA, anyone?
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]

THE GATHERING WINDS
By Peter Whoriskey, Washington Post, 11/27/05

First, there was Opal (1995). Then Fran (1996),
Floyd (1999) and Allison (2001).
But the string of deadly billion-dollar storms blowing
in from the Atlantic was far from over.
In 2004, the quartet of Charley, Frances, Ivan and
Jeanne ravaged Florida in rapid succession and set records
for damage.
Then, somehow, it got worse.
With Katrina, the inundation of New Orleans and an
Atlantic storm season so active it stretched forecasters
beyond the normal alphabetical list of names into the Greek
of Alpha, Beta and Gamma, 2005 racked up more storm
deaths and destruction than the previous 10 years—
combined.
... “People talk about what is ‘normal’ for hurricanes,
but there’s a new definition of ‘normal’ now,” said Roger
Pielke Jr., an environmental studies professor at the
University of Colorado. “This is out of people’s range of
experience. But there will be far more activity and far
more destruction.”
... “We have to decide as a society whether that’s a
problem,” Pielke said. “Obviously, the benefits of living
near the coast outweigh the costs [for some people, who
seem to not value their own lives] because people are
doing it. The question is: In the face of inevitable property
damage and loss of life, how well do we prepare?
“Either way,” he noted, “we are going to see many
more years of intense hurricanes. ...”
... In September, a group of scientists led by Peter
Webster at Georgia Tech found that, worldwide, the
number of the strongest hurricanes—categories 4 and 5—
has nearly doubled over the past 35 years. The authors
aligned the finding with global warming and a rise in sea
surface temperatures. ...
[END QUOTING]
The North American tectonic plate is under tremendous
RUSSIAN CENTRAL BANK
pressure, to the extent that deep-underground fracturing is
COULD INCREASE GOLD IN RESERVES
being detected at the surface as a series of ‘booms’.
RIA Novosti, 11/24/05
Methane gases released from the depths have been detected
at numerous locations around the continent but primarily
MOSCOW—The Russian Central Bank could increase in the Northeast and near the West Coast, where new
the share of gold in the national
underwater volcanic activity has also been reported. We
gold and currency reserves, a
turn to Sorcha Faal for further documentation of recent
senior bank official said
geophysical activity.
Thursday.
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
First Deputy Chairman of
U.S. PREPARES FOR ‘CATASTROPHIC EVENT’...
the Central Bank Alexei
By Sorcha Faal, <WhatDoesItMean.com>, 11/26/05
Ulyukayev said the bank would
be purchasing gold “on all
markets on which it is
On a day that Americans strangely refer to as ‘Black
available”, meaning both
Friday’, and which is a day that sees their descent into an
Pres. Putin holds a gold
domestic and foreign markets.
orgy of consumption, spending money they do not even
He also said the bank has bar in Madagan, Nov. 22, possess, Russian Scientists have issued one of their
2005. Itar-Tass photo.
not been increasing the share of
strongest warnings, and repeating earlier ones, that the
gold in the past few years and confirmed a $60-billion fracturing of the North American Plate has accelerated in
increase in gold and currency reserves by year’s end.
these past weeks, and leading to yet another violent
On November 22, Russian President Vladimir Putin volcanic eruption on the periphery on the Continent, and
said he was in favor of putting more precious metals in the as we can read as reported by the Reuters News Service
Central Bank’s gold and foreign currency reserves.
in their article titled “Colombia’s Galeras volcano erupts”
[END QUOTING]
and which says: “One of Colombia’s largest volcanoes has
The mainstream media is no longer able to ignore the erupted, spewing huge amounts of ash and sulphur fumes.
obvious: Big changes are in the winds and, as this article Pasto, the city that lies immediately below the Galeras
makes clear, “we are going to see many more years of volcano, is home to nearly half a million people. The
intense winds.” They’re just not too sure WHY.
evacuation of the area began days ago, but many farmers
Long-term readers should know the answer to that are still refusing to vacate their homes. The volcano, part
perplexing question: It’s the Photon Belt. We are “IN of the Andes mountains, last erupted 12 years ago, killing
IT”; the poles are shifting as Mother prepares to roll over nine people, including scientists who were monitoring it.”
and cleanse herself. Are you prepared?
Occurring almost simultaneously to this volcanic
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
eruption in Colombia was an antipode (a direct or
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diametrical opposite) counterpart in the Indian Ocean, and
as we can read as reported by the Reuters News Service
in their article titled “Comoros volcano spews ash over
capital” and which says, “A volcano spewed ash in its
second eruption this year in the Indian Ocean Comoros
islands, sending hundreds of villagers fleeing in fear the
mountain could unleash a river of lava, witnesses said.
Mount Karthala, a 2,361-metre (7,746-feet) volcano, sent
clouds of ash and sparks flying late on Thursday, leaving
the capital Moroni and other villages on the main island of
Grande Comore covered in grey.”
Further evidence of the continued stresses building
upon the North American Plate we can see from these
various reports over the past few weeks:
• As reported by the Associated Press News Service in their
November 17th article titled “Small earthquake strikes
Massachusetts” and which says, “A minor earthquake
shook a section of Plymouth this afternoon. Officials with
the Weston Observatory, which monitors earthquake
activity, say the two-point-five registered tremor was
centered two miles south of the center of town.
According the observatory’s Web site, the quake was felt
just after 12:30 this afternoon.”
• As reported by the Post and Courier News Service in
their November 20 th article titled “Quake surprises
Summerville [South Carolina]” and which says, “The boom
heard across much of Summerville, and the vibration that
followed, was actually a little earthquake, the second this
year in the area, according to Pete Jenkins, director of the
Earthquake Center at Charleston Southern University. The
quake, which struck about 3 p.m. Saturday, raised
eyebrows and worried children, but caused no damage.
The U.S. Geological Survey took note of the event but did
not report its magnitude as of late Saturday.”
• As reported by the KOMO TV News Service in their
November 23rd article titled “4.1 Quake Rattles Bellingham
Area” and which says, “A small earthquake shook the area
around Deming in Whatcom County Wednesday. There
were no initial reports of any injuries or property damage.
In the first half hour after the quake, 25 people reported
feeling it, describing the shaking as moderate. Some
people who called the media reported hearing a loud boom
before the quake.”
• As reported by the Associated Press News Service in their
November 23rd article titled “Tiny earthquake shakes St.
Louis region” and which says, “No major damage was
reported after a minor earthquake shook the St. Louis
region. The tiny quake [2.5 magnitude], centered 10 miles
southeast of St. Louis, struck around 11 p.m. Tuesday in
East St. Louis, Ill., said Waverly Person, a geophysicist at
the National Earthquake Information Center in Denver.”
• As reported by the Thunder Bay Chronicle News Service
in their November 25th article titled “Big bang shakes up
Dryden area” and which says, “What seismologists are
calling a ‘small’ 1.5 magnitude earthquake, also reported
that the couple heard a deafening bang, like a sonic boom
or explosion.”
Not just to the increasing frequency of these
earthquakes upon the North American Plate, but also to the
‘Boom’ noises being reported that are accompanying
them are most significant according to these reports
as these ‘booms’ are the indicators of earthquakes of
massive plate fracturing, and not associated with
normal earthquake movements.
More concerning are the reports from the United
States New Madrid Fault Zone Region where these
‘Booms’ are being heard without an accompanying
earthquake, and as we can read as reported by the KTVO
TV News Service in their ‘sanitized’ November 25th article
titled “Explanation found for mysterious boom” and which
says, “The mystery surrounding a loud, explosion-like noise
that had much of Northeast Missouri talking Tuesday
afternoon is now solved. It was apparently a sonic boom,
an explosive sound caused by the shock wave preceding
an aircraft traveling at or above the speed of sound.”
These reports further state that the only modern day
comparison to the earthquake events occurring within the
North American Plate today are those of this past year’s
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9.3 magnitude Sumatra earthquake catastrophe, and of
which we can read, “This was no small earthquake. It
ruptured the planet along 750 miles (1,200 kilometers) of
fault. Scientists estimate the Indian plate slipped 33 to 50
feet (10 to 15 meters) under the Burma microplate. The
fault shook for at least eight minutes. A typical large
earthquake lasts 30 seconds or so. Earth’s very gravity
balance was altered, and the North Pole shifted by an
inch.”
Not being reported to the American people are how
rare in fact these earthquake ‘booms’ are, and as we can
read as reported by the United States Terra Research
Institute in their report titled “Mystery of ‘The Earthquake
Boom’: a real earthquake” and which says:
Earthquake Boom is a very loud, deep sounding
explosion, which emanates from the earth. If directly
above emanation, directional determination may be
difficult as sound is not from a distinct direction as it
is from a wide area of earth’s surface. It is a higher
frequency audio form of the traditional shaking
earthquake even though current seismographs cannot
“see” or “record” them.
Scalar devices are able to clearly “see” these
events along with the rest of the earthquake “family”
of earth-generated events such as the “silent” or
“slow” earthquake. Another relative to the “family” is
the earth “lurch” and a “fast version of slow”
earthquake—these yet to be discovered by mainstream
science. These loud explosions have been witnessed
by many over the years. They also accompany

traditional earthquakes as these are part of the mix of
seismic activity.
City residents of Spokane, Washington in the
summer of 2001 experienced a classic series of
explosions (earthquake booms) and earthquakes in a
flurry of shallow earthquake swarms. Seismologists
were unable to record these booming events on
seismographs.
... In order to control the mass panic and chaos these
catastrophic events will soon visit upon their citizens, the
United States Government is also reported to be
cracking down even further in their attempt to stifle
internal dissent, and using both political and Bird Flu
pandemic fears to mask their true motivations ...
On this day that these Americans call Black Friday,
the evidence of their heeding the warnings for their
preparing for these events, even those warnings from their
own government officials, and who have told them it is
their Civic Duty to be prepared, continues to show their
non compliance. But, how soon they will be faced, not
with just a Black Friday, but a Black World, they do not
recognize. For as some Russian Scientists speculate, their
time for preparation should no longer be measured in
months, or years, but perhaps only in weeks….or days.
[END QUOTING]
In case there remains any doubt in anyone’s mind as
to the unprecedented nature of the current situation, we’ll
finish with an observation which it is hoped will shock
some brain cells to life.
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
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GLOBAL WARMING: CARBON DIOXIDE LEVELS
HIGHEST FOR 650,000 YEARS
Agence France Presse, 11/24/05
Levels of carbon dioxide, the principal gas that
drives global warming, are now 27 percent higher
than at any point in the last 650,000 years,
according to research into Antarctic ice cores published
on Thursday [in the journal, Science].
... The evidence comes from the world’s deepest
ice core, drilled at a site called Dome Concordia (Dome
C) in East Antarctica by European scientists ...
Volcanic eruptions that disgorge CO2 and other
greenhouse gases, oscillations in the planet’s axial
spin and minor changes in its orbit can have a
major impact on surface temperatures, sometimes
plunging Earth into prolonged Ice Ages, the last of
which ended some 11,000 years ago.
... In the past five years, the average global
temperature has risen by 0.2 C (0.36 F)—100 times
higher than is normal for such a short time scale—and
2005 is on course for being the hottest year on record.
Glaciers in the Alps, Greenland and the Himalayas
are shrinking and ice shelves are cracking in the
Antarctic peninsula in what appear to be early signs of
dangerous climate change, according to recent studies.
... In the most extreme scenarios, global warming
could drive up sea levels and drown coastal cities, cause
floods, droughts and freak storms, and create tens of
millions of “climate refugees”.
[END QUOTING]
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Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #4:
NRS 78.752—Insurance and other financial arrangements against liability
of directors, officers, employees and agents
In this very litigious society, anyone can sue anyone for almost any reason at any time. Corporations
are not exempt from being sued but anyone suing a Nevada corporation could be surprised at just how
resistant to attack Nevada corporate structures can be. (Important side note: To avail your Nevada
corporation of the protection inherent in Nevada’s statutes, you should always ensure that the other party
to any contract agrees that the contract is made in Nevada and any disputes are to be resolved according
to the laws of Nevada.)
Let’s look at a provision of Nevada law that affords a Nevada-based C corporation amazing defensive
capabilities: NRS 78.752, which was added in 1987. Here’s how it begins (emphasis added):
1. A corporation may purchase and maintain insurance or make other financial arrangements on
behalf of any person who is or was a director, officer, employee or agent of the corporation, or is
or was serving at the request of the corporation as a director, officer, employee or agent of another
corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise for any liability asserted against him
and liability and expenses incurred by him... or arising out of his status as such, whether or not the
corporation has the authority to indemnify him against such liability and expenses.....

Paragraph 2 states that “other financial arrangements” may include the creation of a trust fund; the
establishment of a program of self-insurance; the securing of its obligation of indemnification by granting
a security interest or other lien on any assets of the corporation; and/or the stablishment of a letter of
credit, guaranty or surety. Specifically excluded from this protection are “...intentional misconduct, fraud
or a knowing violation of law...”. In paragraph 4, we find that “In the absence of fraud... the decision
of the board of directors... is conclusive...”.
Thus, when a Nevada corporation is sued and the litigant names as co-defendants any of the officers,
directors, employees or agents of the corporation, the corporation is entitled by NRS 78.752 to set aside
funds for the liability asserted. Since many suits “go for broke”, quite literally, a Nevada corporation
can often set aside ALL of its assets so that they may be used to defend itself. At best, the attacker
is likely to end up with a “mouthful of dirt”, as the Nevada corporation defends itself to its utmost.
Sometimes it is just as important what the statutes do NOT say. Next week, we’ll examine some
key provisions NOT included in Nevada’s corporate statutes, which greatly enhance PRIVACY aspects.
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Your world is in shut-down and under control
of the most vicious of all masters and you can’t
seem to understand how it is you that allows it,
helps it and insists on its full continuation.
—GCH, 11/23/05

